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Well,' ff's not the All Night Dance Contest, but Mary Clare Farrell and 
Cliff Robson, shown here at the Family Day Casino Night Dance, 'don;t seem 
·too· disappointed. · 
. 111ft . 8EAGLE 
A kiss is a kiss is a kiss ... or so it must seem to Jack Diamond and 
Liz McGuire, entrtints in Greek Week V's longest Kiss Contest: 
·· Dr. Roger' Fortin, history professor, has been· . r ..... ~ ..... ···~i ... , 
· · research administrator and coordlnato,r of academic planning. 
Football proposal passage 
anticipated by committee, 
enhance fall activities, admission ef- deteriorate, but enhance, fund rais-
forts, the basketball program, fund ing among alumni and friends of the 
Members of the Athletic Board's raising, and the neighborhood situa- University," he said. "Alumni are 
special committee to study the tion.All this, he said, without asking more prone to give when interested; 
feasibility of football will meet with for any University output of funds .. dropping football created uit-
.· Rev. Robert Mulligan, S.J., Univer- Mitchusson made . these· remarks favorable feeling." Xavier's fund 
sity .president, this Friday, May 14, about football in response to an raising should be restructured, con-
to discuss the proposal to reinstate April IS News football article. He solidating the ·various fund drives 
football. said the article lacked important in- into one large drive, according to 
By RITA SCHOENf'ELD 
M111aglng Editor • : 
The Athletic Board approved sub- formation gathered by the ·com- Mitchusson, allowing contributors 
mission of the proposal to Mulligan, . mittee about the proposed non- to ~armark donations for academics 
for review, at its April14 meeting. scholarship program. or sports. 
S · 1 · h · B b Mitchusson • responded to the Football would not weaken pecta commtttee c atrman o 
M itchusson, committee member three objections to the program rais- basketball, but would provide a 
Mike Conaton and Board director ed by Rod Shearer, Vice-president "good place for publicity," he said. 
Rev. Lee Bennish, S.J., will meet for Student Development. Football "Basketball could be the strongest 
with Mulligim to determine his posi- would not impair other fund-raising sport,".he added, "I don't think foot-
, h b fi b · · efforts, the success of the basketball ball would weaken its position." tton o~ t e proposal e ore nngmg w · 
it back before the Athletic Board. program, or cause an output ~f hde the stadium would have to be 
Mitchusson said he is confident the funds not anticipated in the renovated toaccommodatefootball, 
administration will consider football proposal, he said. The benefits to be Mitchusson does . not believe this 
. in its five-year plan. .derived .fro':fi · football, Mitchusson should be considered part of foot-
. added, JUSttfy a second look at a ball's expense. "You can't just let the 
According to Mitchusson, foot- . small, non-scholarship program. .f~cility sit there," ·he said, 
ball:s r~tum . to Xavier would ''I don't think football •will .. Footb•ll to p~~ge 3 
-SABB receiving less $$, 
clubs face budget cuts 
By MARTY SHIDDENHELM · ......... , ..... , 
. Many Xavier ·clubs and 
orga11izations will be faced with 
budactcuts for the 1976-77 academic 
year. 
The Student Activities Budget 
Board, responsible for the allocation 
of monies to the various campus 
organizations, will have less money 
to dispense next year. 
The Board is funded by ~S%ofthe 
General Fee from the previous 
academic year, 13% of which is used 
· to finance yearly budgets, and 2% of 
which is used for special events and 
activities unforeseen the previous 
year. 
Jim Tallmadge •. chairman of the 
Student Activities Budget Board, 
cites the 10% drop in enrollment this 
year (and the subsequent 10% drop 
in General Fee revenue~) as the main 
cause of the reduction in· budgets for 
next year. · 
Tallmadge pointed out, however, 
that this is just one of the reasons for 
the cutback. Activities such as 
Won,an's Week, Black Awareness. 
Week, and Food Day, which are no 
longer unforeseen, unexpected 
programs funded by the "special" 
2%, will next year be funded by the 
"regular" 13%. Clubs such as the ·· 
Psychology Club and the Alchemist 
Clu.b previously receiving no funds 
from the Board, and the new Motor 
Racing Sports Club will be receiving 
funds from the Board beginning next 
fall. . 
· Finally, inflation was tabbed by 
Tallmadge as another cause of the 
reductions, with organizations deal-
ing with the community outside of· 
Xavier. such as the annual 
publications and productions: X.U . 
News, X. U. Players, the 
Anthenaeum, the Clef Club, and the 
·· ~ermaid Tavern paying more for 
outside services. This increased 
drain on a smaller amount of money 
has resulted in an approximate 13% 
decrease in monies available to the 
Board. · 
When asked how. these cuts would 
affect the organizations, Tallmadge. 
replied, "We hope. the clubs will be 
able to function with the amount of 
cuts," adding that· this year some 
. clubs have sponsored fundraisingac-
tivities. 
It was learned that srimeclubswill · 
be cut more than others. Those hav-
ing dealings outside of Xavier such 
SABB to page 8 . 
New administrative posts 
ann.punceq for next year 
By RAY LEBOWSKI . of Jesus m ! 949: He has studted at Xavier since 1966. As an expert on 
· • . • Nawt.SIIIH wrttar · .... Loyo,la Umvers~ty, · W~st . ~aden ~he American Revolution, he is 
.x!lvter wtl~ have several new ad- College, a~~~-J.~Jbana Umversaty.. currently in demand as a speaker for 
mtmstr~tors m the College of Arts , ; Fr. Kennealy has ~ught at Xavt~r bicentennial 'programs. He is also 
and Scaences new year. Fr. Thomas smce.·l~8: He served as academac director of· the American Issues 
· P. K~nnealy, S.J., has .. been named counselor ~n 1973.,.74, before he was Forum for the state of Ohio, a 
a~socta~e dean, and Dr. Roger For- named assasta~t dea~ ofthe College bieentennial program designed to 
Ut;t . wall become · res~rach ad- of Arts and Scaences m 1974. He has get Americans talking about their 
mmtstrator and coordmator af taught· one class of French each country. · 
. academic planning. . semester since that time, and will . 
· Fr. Kennealy will assume.his new maintain that schedule· in his new Past or prospective members 
position effective June 1, 1976. He position. . . of the Xavier News interested iri 
will have the added respol'!sibility of Dr. Fortin• a professor of history, working on the· 1976-77 staff 
acting as dean of~e College of Arts· . will be responsible for assisting · should leave 'their names and 
and Sciences after'~r. John Felton, .faculty members in the development summer adresses with someone in· 
S.J.. leaves ·~n a sabbatical. Fr.- of educational programs funded by the News office or atthe Informa~. 
Kennealy will b~ in charge until the grants o.r other outside sources, He . tion De.ik. You ""ill be ~ittacted 
new deari, Fr. Angilella, arrived in ... will also stimulate discussion on . ao,me ttme. dunna .the summer tC"· 
Septelnbe~. · . ; . . ' .aca~einic.piBnning, and .help to~~::::: JIVtth m;ore .mfo~u'!n. . 
A native of Cmcmnatt, Fr .. plement present academac 'goals. . . J:?on.t mtuthas untque op~~~ . 
Kenncaly araduated from· St. Xavier . He received his . Ph.D: from , tunaty to expre~ th~ ~ynamac. 
Hi~ School and ~iatered the Society Lehigh University, and has taught at newsperson turkana w.tthan you. 
.. 
complied by Jorce Schreiber 
The Cincinnati Community Orchestra will conduct a concert on 
Sunday, May 23 in the University Center Theatre. The concert, at 8:00 
p.m., is free and open to the public. It will be dedicated to Fr. Savage, 
and will include a commentary on Fr. Savage. 
• • • 
Speakers' Committee Suggestion Form ' 
The following are qualified .representatives in fields of: Politics, 
Philosophy, Religion, The Humanities, ·Music, Law, Feminism, 
Medicine, The Fine Arts, etc. Please respond by selecting three (3) 
speakers of your choice or by writing in candidates in the appropriate 
space. 
_senator Frank Church 
-Rep. Bella Abzug 






Jen. William Proxmier 
Jtewart Udall 
_Rep. John Conyers 
-Angela Davis 
_Martha Griffiths 




(co-author of Helter Stelter) 
_Dick Gregory 
·-Alice Cooper 
-Ronald V. Dellums 
--1ack Anderson · · · • · ·· ~ , ' .. · 
_David Schoenbrum 
-Leronc Bennett Jr. 
_Don L. Lee 
_Muhammad Ali 
_Carl Rowan 
_Rep. Morris Udall . 
-Bob Woodward . 
(co-author of All the Presidents Men) 
-Gerinaine Greer 
The above are only a sample of possible candidates. Limitations will 
depend entirely on funds and university rules and regulations. 
PLEASE RETURN FORMS TO UNIVERSITY INFORMA-
TION CENTER NO LATER THAN MAY 21, 1976. Thank you, 
Speakers Committee. 
Other Su~estions------------------
• •• • 
If anyone has found a silver timex watch misplaced at the road rally 
starting line, the owner would appreciate if it were turned in at the U n-
iversity Center·mformation Desk. · 
••• 
Any male interested in living in a fraternity hoUIIC for the summer 
call 751-4417 and leave your name and a number where you can be 
reached. · · 
• • • 
This year's May Festival presents three weekends of Chroal-
Dramatic music. The six concerts will include Brahms• "Schicksal 
·&lied" (the Song of Destiny), Stravinsky's "Symphony of Psalms," and 
Mozart's "Mass in C Minor" ("the composer's first church composi-
tion") on May 14, Friday. Beethoven's "Symphony No.9 ("the most 
cherished ofall musicial creations:-the proclamation of mankind un-
ited in brotherly love ... ") is on May IS. Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess" 
is in celebration of the bicentennial on May 2L "Orfeo and Euridice" 
by Gluck "marks the turning point from baroque to classic opera ... 
the unearthly magic of Gluck's simple and eloquent melodies make this 
one ofthe most moving operas" is on May 22. Hydn's "The Creation," 
May 28, is filled with "musical scenes of dark chaos, initial light, raging 
storms and lightning, Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden." Berlioz's 
"Requiem," May 29, "is a composition of romanticism." The May 
Festival tickets are now on sale for Xavier students at discount prices. 
Call 74S-3322 for more information and reservations. 
• •• • 
·Community Child Development is hoping to. establish a Mo~ssori 
program at Victory Child Development Center which will be a model · 
for cross-cultural child care of children aged 6 months to S years, 
The Center is located ai 30.1 S Gillcrest Ave.-approximately half a 
mile south of Victory Parkway-S minutes from Xavier Campus. · 
The Center is licensed for 60 children and has maintained an average 
enroUment of approximately 30 neighborhood children. It is hoped to 
increase this number by offering to serve children from Xavier-
childreq of either students, staff or faculty-to be cared for full day i.e. 
7:30-S:JO, or part time to suit a class schedule e.g. a 3 hour block of 
time or a 4 hour block of time. 
In order to plan for this program we need to have an estimate of the 
number of people wishing to use the service. . . 
If you, or anyone you tRow of, might be interested in the program to 
start in September/October 1976 please call Community Child 
Development. Office and speak to Dorothy Kennedy at 751-4771 
CASH 
You Can Earn Up To 
$70 Per Month 
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''From my Cotner" 
·! Xavier News Column by Mite Vlllboy 
Do as I say, Not 
.ar~pteventcd from feeling and being 
close to each other. The social struc-: 
ture as it. has developed in our 
·culture does not allow for personal 
freedom, freedom to grow, freedom 
to be, freedom to .,d. 
Alcohol ~rvcs as the means by 
which one is able to get somewhat 
around this social repression. With a 
"/like to party.lt'sfun to get high. few beers·in you, you don't have to 
. Everybody does it, they just have really worry about aU the lauping, 
different ways of doing it." crying, and the hell you raise. It's not 
-a Xnlerstudent on smoldnnnu you, it's the alcohol doing it. It's the 
. . ~lcohol allows to laugh little and 
"You've got to understand the 
drink, In a world where there is a ltiw 
against people ever showing emo-
tion, or ever re/ea~ing· themselves 
from the greyness of their days a 
drink is not a social tool. It's a thing 
you need In order to live." 
-Jimmy Breslin, 
· Lalit week this column dealt with. work off some of the excess energy. 
the physiological and some of the . It's the al~ohol which allows one to 
psychological effects of the· use of dance in ·the street, embrace your 
alcoho.l. and .marijuana. This week. friends, ~r.j~it tyen. si~ back and. be . 
we will. delve hopefuny· into some of happy for a. while. · 
the ethical and philosophical com- Ript? 
plications. Perhapswewillbubleto Wrong! . 
arrive at an understand ins of the It is not the alcohol which is need-
reality of the situation. eel for release, but the fact that one 
In the United States of America, wants iOme release. In the many 
in this the Twentieth Century, there classic experiments concerning the 
are various social conventions and use of real alcohol and placebos, the 
rules that are strictly enforced in state of intoxicated behaviour 
society. A person does not act in any · depended not on the amount of 
manner which would sugest · any alc:Ohol•ctually consumed,. as it did 
lack of complete control over one's on the surroundings, the behaviour 
emotions and actions. One can not of others, and the expected results. 
laugh out loud or dance on the Put · simply and succinctly, it's 
sidewalks. It just is not done in ·psychological. 
public! You just do not walk up to a Sure, one can reaDy get drunk and 
long-unseen-friend and embrace him silly if one d~ks enoup; but it iuo 
or her. It's not civilized! · easy to get into ahabitofdrinkingto 
One has to be exceedingly careful. have fun as the only way to enjoy 
Men can not behave too warmly to .oneself that it i!l friptening. Look-
other men. They can not be friendly ins forward to getting blitzed on 
to women because people will think Saturday, every Saturday is a sign of 
they are trying to make a pass. They being a problem drinker. If you feel. 
can not laugh, that's a lack of con- the need to have a drink as great 
trol, they can not cry, that's a lack of . enough · to make you not free to 
"macho." . · · decide you don't want a drink, then 
Women. arc ·allowed to be you are hooked. You may not have 
somewhat freer; but they have to be ·an acute physical addiction, but you 
very careful atio. They can not be have 'lost your psychological 
too open or friendly with other pco- freedom to be yourielf without 'the · 
pie, lest they be labeled "loose" or help_ ~fa chemical poison. You have 
"immoral." The men must'- remain lost a perspective on reality, a reality 
"gentlemen" at all times, the women which you can only see and accept 
must remain "ladies." through the blur· Of an intoxicated 
It is this aloofness, this ·~control" of mind. · 
oneself which is responsible for a Aicohol is not the only escape.· 
great deal of the tension and depres- Can.r.a.abis Sativa, marijuana, has 
sion in this country. People arc pre- grow.n to an enormous popularity in 
vented from being themselves, they the last 20 years. The effects of smok:. 
i • • 
ing poi (discussed last week) depend, 
moreso . than any other drug, on 
social and personal factors. Ex-
perienced users of marijuana can 
achieve a "high" on a lot more pot 
than first time users. They · know 
what. they· want to happen. This 
evidenced by the research showing· 
that under the same apparent levels 
of marijuana intoxication, ex-
perienced ~~rs showed hardly any 
loss of motor control and coordina-
tion (a symptom of intoxication) 
. while first-time users exhibited a 
iipificant loss . 
The. point bcins that the desired 
aood. feeUnp can be and very often 
are ~~.i,~e.d. because the u~r. wan~ 
to feel that way, and not necessarily 
becau~e of the drua. The ex-
periments, with placebar described 
to a subject as a ~rtain drug, are 
· endless. The subject shows the same 
reactions and activities as if he or she 
had really taken the drug.. ' 
Here again we can see a desire to 
escape ·from the problem filled 
world. A desire to feel free and un-
fettered by concerns, tensions and 
pressures. We can see again, as in 
alcohol, the association of pot and 
having a good time,ofbeinghappy. 
True, for many people; this article 
. has exagcrated their use of alcohol 
and/or gra~s. There are many 
"straight" people who are actually 
drinkers and smokers. But the dis-
tinction between ocCasional use and 
dependence is a hard one. to see. 
Many people have to set drunk or 
stoned on the weekend .or at parties 
to have a good time. Too many peo-
ple take a drink to· help them "calm 
their nerves" :Or get stoned to help 
them "forget the pain." The double-
standard in our society comes into 
clearer focus when alcohol and marl~ . 
juana arc.·. viewed . with . all iiie 
evidence· presented in these two ar-
ticles. Marijuana was made illegal 
and labeled as a."deadly narcotic" 
back in 30's. Testimony given by the 
head ofthc Federal Narcotics Board 
claimed .grass led to "insanity and 
death." That is a grave fallacy and 
we've· known it for ma~ty. many 
Vlllboy to Pill• 8. 
Sugqr '11 Spice 
Reading.Road at Victory Parkway· 
OPEN· EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK 
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DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE 
OR AFTER THAT. LATE 
WEEK-ENO DATE. 
··wE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINE.ST "PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. . -...:. .· .. ,' . . . . . . -
·WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING S'(JNDAY.MORNING BREAKFAST 
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM 'ALL.XAVIER:DORMITORIES. 
• . r • . . • . ', .-. • -
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Campus minJstrrr: $'trives for 
integration of faith, academ ic,s 
By SUE STEVENOT. for second semester. Aciivitics in-
,._, 11111 Writer . · eluded three Speaker's Propams; · 
The Campus Ministry Staff was sponsorship of the Fountain Square 
asked by the News to cval\aatc this Fools at the Spring Carnival; the 
· year in tcr~s of the Ministry's goals· Lichtenstein Circus, · May 10; . a 
. and to outlmc next year's program. . retreat program; a faculty seminar; 
Father Frank Hulcfcld, Director of an({ the publishing of a Campus 
Campus Ministry and · the Pied Ministry brochure. . · 
Piper, _said he was .unavailable for '"The one retreat we had was 
comment. . worthwhile; three were cancelled due 
faculty members about their own 
religious commitment. 
According to those interviewed, 
'!'~ k«:Y ii_cxt year is student par-
taCJpataon. "Wc·want to have more 
students involved in ministering to 
each oth~r," concluded Fr, Schmidt. 
Football . 
·from page 1 '"The aoal of Campus Ministry," to lack of interest," siad Sr. Graham, 
~id Fr. Ed Schmidt, "is. to help in- "probably because of publicity. Next 
tcgratc the life of faith with the year we will concentrate on havirig .. something will have to be done with 
ai:adcmic life . of students ... The students involved· in the . planning. or without football." . 
academic aspect is why the student We hope to schedule times that will Mitchusson noted comments 
comes here. They . hopefully will . not conflict with other activities." made by Rene DUrand, Director of 
realize that there is a fuller dimen- '7hc idea of the Faeulty Seminar Admissions, which support the 
sion than academics. There is per- is to get faculty and administration proposed football program. 
. sonal arow~h, which integrates the toacthcr to discuss theological Durand's statements acknowledged 
academic. with the whole of life. issues," Sr. Gr8ham cxplaincs. "The . the importance of football as a fall 
Campui Ministry shoul4 challenge book we used was Crisis Facing the · function and as a drawing po,int for 
you in your faith life or it has failed. Church, by R_aymond 'Brown." high school students. Football 
Campus ·Ministry's purpose· is to · i The rolcofthcPicdPipcrthisyear would also serve as a drawing point 
make this challenge in the context of -elicited a range of comments. · for people in the surrounding com-
· academic growth." "Piper l_losted the Wednesday munity, .. giving people a place to 
"We are ·concerned about the night Liturgy," ·Fr. Schmidt said.- go," according to Mitchusson. "If 
development of the student as a '"The Thanksgiving dinner nad the you can bring more people into the 
whole,!' said Sr. Donna Graham, Coffeehouse were very successful." area," he said, "you can ·reduce the 
"riot only spiritual . development. '7hc Piper did not play a definite incidence of crime - people won't 
Our primary focus. this year was on . role with Campus Ministry this write the area off so easily." 
personal contnct. If I can help year." Bro. Schneider· commented. Mike Conaton~ Chairman of the 
someone be a happy, whole person, "This was due mainly,~o a lack of Student Life Committee of the 
that's. good." . communication and direction." Board of Trustees and member of 
This year was not an easy one. for · When asked about next year the the special football committee of the . 
the staff of Campus Ministry. Lack staff i:esponded enthusiastically. Athletic Board, echoed the optimism 
of direction and the newness of the "Hopefully we will act a better of Mitchusson's statements. Both. 
staff were the major difficulties men- start on things with everyone retur- Conaton and Mitchuuon attended 
tioned. ning. There won't · be any new Xavier on football schol8rships. 
"In patching the pieces together I members," Bro. Schneider said. However, · Mitchusson noted the 
feel we made a crediblcstand in the . Piper will be workina very closely committee is made up of people who 
last year, · considering the inex- with -t~c Campus Ministry Staff. have bc'cn, and will be, objective 
pericnceofthestaff. Wcdidn'tdoai!l · Manresa has been set uo and out in about the football proposal. 
muchoruwcUilswcwouldhavclik· motion for next year. Kid Day has ---- ... 
· ed to," Brother Bob Schneider, a been thought about and· a director 
.retuminastaff nicniber noted. chosen. The '"To be or not to be a 
'The staff as a whole got to meet a· · Christian" course will be reinstated. 
lot ohtudcnts," said Sr .. Graham, The . retreat program is to be 
·"We. tried to make c:Ontact with com- planned this summer, along with. the 
mutcn but were no.ttoo successful." Speakers program. "Most of these 
-·"For myself, I found it easier to proarams will utilize the Piper Staff,_ 
relate to people livins iil the dorm, as We hope for arcatcrstudcnt involv~-
itwaimysecondyear,"Fr.Schmidt mcnt." ' ''. . ·: ,.::-· 
said. '"This year people dropped in. I "Next year has been orpiiiicd 
made much more contact with pco- very well," said Sr. Graham. · · 
pic in the dorms." . Still in the planning stages is a new 
· After Manresa was concluded in type of retreat. This retreat would be 
September, there was little activity in directed by the staff on campus, and 
_, 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montaomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
-531·5500 
100/o OFF 
. on all- service· and parts to 
X.U. students and faculty 
with ldentHicatlon cards. 
· Campui Ministry first semester. The extended over a long period of tiinc. 
exception was "quite a few wed- The retreat would involve short 
dings" performed by Fr. Schmidt. meetings for the participants. Also 
The staff set up the programming tentative is a cries of discussions with 
~p-~:;:::-::-)!;:::.~•::·::::-.::-:::;:-.:;:::;:-.:;::;;:-.::-::::~-:;;::::-.-:;:::::-.:;:::;-.:;:::::-.::-::::::-.::::::-.::-:::;:.:=::::-.:;:::::-.::·•'{ ... :;:::::•1. 
NOW RENTING. 
Air Conditioned Apartments for . the 
Summer. 
You Can Rent From June 1st. to September 1st. 
Also Renting for Fall and Winter Semesters 
Furnished or unfurnished one bedroom, ·_ 
living room ~ dinette ... Free Parking .... ; 
Laundry Room .. 3 minute walk to Xavier ' 
Campus. · · 
Rentals ;rom $110.00- $130.00 monthly 
OXFORD APARTMENTS 
1005 Dana Ave. 
See or call Manager, Sue Shultz 
Apt. 4 at 1005 Dana Avenue 
Phone 281-5259 or call 
Mr. Eric Bose at 231-2844 
.TELL HER YOU'RE TOGETHER FOREVER 
WITH AN ENGAGEMENT DIAMOND 
It's more than a meaningful relationship. You 
want to be together forever. Say it in a quaint, 
old fashioned way. With an engagement diamond. 
We'll help you find a beautiful ring within your 
budget. A radiant diamond that aaya ••• two loving 
people can do their own thing better together. . 
Round Shape Diamonds 1/3 carat Spec!al $175 
· 2/3 .carat Spec1al $350 
: ..... _,. ~··. &85 Race Strttt 5tuOENT 
·-.lo •• 
o.'o,•fU Clncinnoll, Oltio CHARGE 
ACCOUNT'\ 
!jf •,. ~ tel: 621·0704 1NVIllO ~ A/dedtlist , w.-' r•• · t-~-· I ., ........ ••••••••••••••••~··••••: 
1 ;, ,..j!Jjsen IJ • 
·.:.·.;.,.:. ~·~:2~:: ~~~§'.~~ ~:~-·.:.•_::.: __ i_ GERMAN•.. .1 
~ degree could· qualify y,ou for a · ployees can retire after 20 years ~ : · SPAN~-S H 
:·~-: special rapid advancement pro- and receive 50% of base ·salary ;;:;: •••. . • 
·•::· . gram with us .. That means higher (atretirement )as retirement in- f:i : t 
~ pay, of course. Wh~t may be come;or can retire after 30years I • • 
·.. even more important, however, with a monthly retirement in- ~- t I are the opportunities for'respon- come. that will· be 75% of base ~ i x.u. Summer Pro. grams Abroad :· 
~::; sibility that will open sooner. salary. No employee contribu-
1 
... _ ·• 
~ Education ... We pay up to· tion toward the retirement fund t 
! 75% .of.tuition costs for persons is required. i : ~ 
.. 
::··~ who qualify and continue their -., . Elementary, ·Interme· diate,. Advanced ~ 
d U Bonuses . . . Especially in to- ·.,· · · · e ucation in co ege or .in vO<:a- · :.,:,: Modern Language· cours~s·, L1'_terature 1· ~:::~ tionai' school. · · · · . day's economic situation, our j ~ 
•.::_.· ... :;_.· . Eidra benefits· . .. Our clothing .. bonuses are areal added feature. (i.:_._:_: .. ·:,: :. and civilization courses. ~' 
· allowance cari mean_ big savings. Tl'<_air#~g- ••• Ever hear "You "' 
~ · · .: Our cost-of-living allowance in. need experience to qualify for a DO GOT A • COLOMBIA i 
~ ·I:::Ce~:~ ;:~ ho~~~:~~g~~i ~~~~e~l~a;~.~~~d~0~~n~:~ X~d, ~ 4 weeks- 3 semester credits· $555. : 
-~~:~. . stretch a salary still.furth~r. Be-: . the employee enjoys the security ~ 8 weeks - 6 'semester credits - $855. JL~·-··.· ·. 
· ginning with your'first year, }'Oll of OUr complete benefit package ~ " 
. ~ get 30 days 'p' aid. vacation_ . . . . . from the first day on the ]' ob, .;:~ s 
_.1~::~ R.ecrealion faciUtie• ... Com- experienced. or not. ·-1._:·.~.- TROBL - AUSTRIA :.·· · · · · · · 7 weeks - 12-14semes.ter credits ... $1500 , ~ pany operated clubs, swimmmg . .· If you're surprised to learn we're , .. : 
ii pools, t~nnis courts, golf courses, . ,, talking about the Army, you'D · I ·.··:· 
• moVies and libraries are routine ·. probably be even more surjlrised :: .• ~:· -· Included: Tuition - Room --Board 
':~ with ·us.' And, the piices are min- ~ to learn about opportunities .:.:··:.::.~·.·~·:: Airlines ticket _ Acitivities ~ imal or free with ilo fet!s foi· oper{ to a college grad in today's ' 
.. j ~=· ....... Med;cat and ' =~:!~:i.'.!';;'::"~Ha-=:: I Call: Ditpartmant or MDdll'lllanluagn- 745-31128 ·j=· 
~ . :~~!1~1 £:: ~:t~h=i~~~l~~:: !~6'~~e:::s~::!~!k~ advanta:e .. '- _ · · ._. ·_: 
:r: . Free medi~al ca~e is provided of these opportunities. The num- I Allar Hall, Room 1 04-C 
L:;:::;:-.:;:::::.-::·=·:=-.:::;;,,::::::-:::::;;~;;::;;:~~;.,,;:;,::,=.;~•::-·=:::~:;,:.;:.::·==::::..:;.,,;:•==·==::-.:;:::;:-;,,,~~ ...... ~ ................... · ... ~~-~·,]. 
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Fontan_a, ,Murray,· Garascia~ 
distinguished fac~u lty_ members: 
By MARIA .l\'IAI.ANDRA faculty," he said, "He is extraor-
New• stau Writer dinarily valued by his colleagues as a 
Dr. Ernest Fontana, English, Dr. conversationalist· of interest and 
Richard Garascia, Chemistry, and stimulation." Fontana is also noted 
Dr. Robert Murray, Classics, were as the creator of the University 
chosen by the Faculty Committee as Scholars Program. 
distinguished members of the facul- The faculty is especially·proud of 
ty. They were honored at the Faculty the H. A.B. program at Xavier accor-
Banquet on Sunday, April 2S.. ding to Jones. For th~s reason Dr. 
Dr. William Jones, Chairman of . Robert· Murray, the dtrector of the 
the Committee, had comments to program, was praised for his 
make on the three distinguished "leadership and the contributions of 
members. "Dr. Fontana is one of the . the members ofthe Classics depart-
most creative and imaginative of the ment for producing the number of 
excellent. students they have had 
over the years" by Jones. 
Jones said Dr. Garascia . is 
"someone· from whose inspiration 
and example many of us have 
learned more than we can say." 
.John N. Felten, S.J., Dean of Arts· 
and Scien~s; was given the Dis-
tinguished Service Award. Both Dr. 
Paul Harkins and Dr. Alfred Beigel, 
Modem Languages, were awarded 
Professor Emeritus. Dr. John 
Tafuri, Biology, was honored for 25 
years of service. 
Students awarded at convocation 
By PAM ROLANDELI 
,.. .. S18HWrtter 
Tlie annual Honors Convocation 
was held Monday, May 3, in the 
Theatre. More than 70 outstanding 
Xavier students were honored this 
year receiving awards and 
scholarships. 
Several students excelled in more 
than one field. Senior Joe Koterski, 
a senior Classics major received 
awards for Latin, Classics, and 
Philosophy. He has also won a 
prestigious Danforth Foundation 
FellowsJtip. Only sixty of these 
fellowships are awarded each year 
from over a thousand applicants. 
Bill Balskus~ also a senior, was 
honored with an award in history 
and one in Greek. The recipient of 
the Paul J. O'Connor scholarship,. 
junior Barry Neyer, received an 
award for excellence in 
mathematics. Senior Mary Henkel 
received three of the six awards siven 
by the Enslish department. 
Dr. William Larkin, chairperion 
of the mathematics department was 
the guest speraker and addressed the 
subject "Honors. What? Honors .. 
Where?" He stressed that the honors 
reflect not only the academic ex-· 
. cellence of the but also 
participation of· th.e faculty in this 
endeavor. · 
He pointed out that everyone pre-
.· sent, students, administration, facili-
ty, donors, and families; are Xavier 
Universtiy, with all its com-
plications, successes, and failures 
and that its past as well as future 
to us . 
..tMIL 
Senior Mary Henkel received three of the six English awards of the Honors 
. Convocation held Monday, !Jay J. · ' 
Summertime at the . Link Complex 
MANOR HOUSE - efficiencies for two available, carpeted, TV, air 
conqitioned, kitchens, fully furnished, pool, parking, adjoining 
xu.· 
Call caretaker 631-8764 to see or 731•6505 for applications. 
Summer rent.ed by session or summer, full year lease dis .. 
courits. 
FRATERNITY HOUSE • Dana at Ledgewo'od. Private or double 
rooms for summer 1976, air cond., TV, kitchen and re-::reation 
are~s, pool, parking. · . · 
Call· Greg Smith, 453 Husman Hall 745-3212 for cards. and· 
applies tions. · · · 
THE V8.LA·. !'". corner Ledgew'oQd.at Victory Parkway. Single or dou-
. ·ble roo·ms, air cond., TV, full,kitchen, pool, parking. 
Call c·harles Be~tley, 463 Husman Hall, 745-3222 for- c"ards 
applications. · 
/ 
.::·THE. LINK· COMPLEX 
O'ffic~s: 3853 'Ledgewood Drive - 731-6505 
· Caretaker 631-8764 
....... 
Dr. Robert Murray. _director of 
the H.A..B. program, honorftl as a 
distinguished faculty member. 
l 
Rev. John Felten; SJ., Dean of . 
Arts and Sciences, was given the Dis-
tinguished Service Award. 
'\ 
.Dr. Ernest Foniana, newly 
elected chairman of the English 
department and director of the Un-
iversity Scholars program, honored 
as a distinguished faculty member. 
Dr. Richard Garascia,' chemistry 
projessor, honored as distinguished 
faculty member. · 
.'\ 
Dr. John Tafuri, Biology 
professor, honored for 25 years of 
service to Xavier. 
St~ll Photo br RICK BEAGLE 
2 CANOES. FOR 
THE COST OF 1 
·. Wb_itewater V·alley 
Canoe Rentals, Inc. 
Rt. 52 (west edge) Brookville, lndiana/317-647-. 
5434 
TRIPS-ONINDIANA'FASTEST, 
MOST SCENIC RIVER 
_:·Th;e WHITEWATER 
. D•lly·· rme1 $5. • $8 • $7 . 
a .. ..,,._~•••a.~tle. 
Rental.la only 50 mtnu ... from camput vlal·74, take BrOOkville ~It and 
follow _Rt. 52 THROU':iH TOWN of BrookviUeiO W..t ldge. FI"M CQior 
.. brochure by .wqueat; phone or write: R.RIIz,lllr.,P.o.•ox 1,1111 ..,..., 
.......... Incl .... 471111. .· · · . · ... 
GIT ~GANG TOGnHIR AND CAIIIf, 
· · PICNIC, PARTY ,lTC. · · : 
TH. AIITICU·MUIT •• MU.NJZD FOil Ol'nlf 
Private riverside campattea, fllanda, or huge Nttlc lodge'can be re•rv-
. ed for private partfil·or camping. ; . 
Valid any weekd~y (except holldaya) ~ $1 off Saturday canoe rate; $2 
. off Sunday rates- Dlacounta. may be applied to group rate. on most 
. · trlpa. · · · ·· . 
· CLIP AND SAVE - Offer does not ex Ire A-:S 
''Art of the_ First Americans:''. a unique exhibition 
"Art of the First Americans," an 
exhibition of such diversity that its 
subdivisions include four major 
areas and a 'parallel teaching exhibi-
tion, opened at the Cincinnati Art 
Museum AprillO to run through the 
summer months. The show comes 
entirely from the Museum's own 
holdings in American Indian art and 
is one of the most extensive ex-
hibitions of American Indian art 
ever shown, Director Millard F. 
Rogers, Jr. said, adding that it draws 
on a· wealth of seldom-displayed 
material from a time span of over 
12,000 years. 
· Individual concentrations center 
on arts of American Indians of the 
Plains,· the Northwest Coast, the 
Southwest and the Ancient 
Midwest. "Explore: Art of the First 
Americans," the accompanying 
teaching exhibition, interprets 
aspects of Indian life and arts. 
The Museum's stunning 
assemblage of American Indian. 
material has been gathering since the 
institution's founding in 1881, and 
reflects the enthusiasm of an in.;. 
formed and discriminating group of 
Cincinnati collectors. Their tastes. 
range from archaeological ex-
citeQtents at the nearby ~adisonvilie 
dig, where an extraordinarily rare 
pedestal jar seen in this exhibition 
was found, to exotic utensils carved 
from born by Indians of the 
Northwest coast and a vast array of 
other articles. 
Another important early source 
for this venerable collection was the 
. United Siates National Museum, . 
. · which 'traded Pueblo pottery 
collected by Smithsonian agents for· 
selected pieces of Cincinnati's 
Ro.okwood pottery and later gave 
other items. Donations ~have con-
tinued up to the present, enriching 
the Northwestern material with 
Alaskan works arid . adding to 
pottery and textile holdings from 
other Western tribes. · 
In preparation for this· Bicenten-
nial exhibition guest experts aided 
Museum staff specialists in the most 
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... , 1:1,1171 
undertaken. Much of the andgrowthofthecollectionitselfare 
archaeological material, notably 20,- outlined in an essay by Miss Shine 
000 items bequeathed by Thomas and Mary Light Meyer, Curator of 
Cleneay in 1887, had been Costumes and Textiles, the Co-
catalogued sporadically, sometimes Curators for the exhibition. The it-
years after acquisition, because the lustrated catalogue, on sale at the 
minimally-staffed Museum could Museum or by mail through the 
.not spare workers for the job. Dr. . Museum's Publication Clerk, in-
James Bennett Griffin, Professor of eludes individual entries for the ap-
Anthropology and Curator· of the proximately 1000 objects in the ex-
Museum l)f Anthropology at the Un- hibition, and will continue 'to serve 
iversity of Michigan, studied the as a handbook for the Museum's 
archaeological material with collection- of American Indian art 
Carolyn Shine, Cincinnati Art after the exhibition closes. It is 
Museum Registrar and Assistant published with the assistance of a 
General Curator, and wrote infor- grant from the National Endowment 
matively for the catalogue on ·pre- for the Arts, a federal .agency in 
historic Indian societies, fitting the Washington, D.C., which also 
art objects on display into· the total provided a grant toward the exhibi-
picture. . . tion itself. The teaching exhibition 
Dr. Beth Dillingham, Associate received a grant from the Ohio Arts 
Professor of Anthropology at the Council in Columbus, Ohio. 
University of Cincinnati, studied the Continuous slide · tapes will be 
more recent items and contributed a shown in "Explore: Art of the First 
catalolue .essay on the living arid Americans," interpreting craft 
working conditions of the Indians techniques and customs within In-
who made them. Special problems of dian ah. Live demonstrations will be 
conservation and innovative techni-· offered each weekend except those 
ques necessary in handling the of Memorial Day and July Fourth, 
material are described in Assistant opening with the appearance of 
Conservator Elisabeth Batchelor's Tse;.Pe and Dora, American lnd~n 
catalog\Je article, and the sources potters of Sante Fe, New Mexico 
•,,• '• 
and Larry Golsh,· contemporary 
silversmith of Phoenix, Arizona. 
Their presence and demonstrations 
are made possible by an Ohio Arts 
Council grant with assistance from 
The Squash Blossom, Inc. of Cincin-
nati. Other weekend demonstrations 
throughout .the summer will il-
lustrate weaving, pottery and 
headwork techniques by local craft, 
specialists showing work similar to 
but not duplicating that of native 
Americans. The weekends of July 
24-25 and August 14-15 will be given 
over to demonstrations of dance 
· steps and children's games much like· 
those within the culture of native 
Americans. A Mohawk chief, 
Richard B. Thunder Sky, will be pre-
sent to discuss American Indian 
philosophies and customs on July 31 
and August I. 
Furthering experience in .. Ex-
plore" will be ''The Discovery 
Room" wnere yisitors may examine 
more closely such objects as 
potsherds, clothing and tools, and 
learn how they were used. The 
teaching exhibition is presented by 
the Education Department under 
the direction of Curator Roslynne V. 
Wilson. 
.. Art of the First Americans' is 
above all a tribute to the Indian of 
the North American Continent. It 
serves also as the Cincinnati Art 
Museum's major salute to our 
nation's Bicentennial," Director 
Rogers wrote in his forward to the 
catalogue, adding, "It resurrects in 
ways never seen in Cincinnati or 
·published before, these artistic 
resources of our Museum ... 'Art of 
the First Americans' is a seleetion of 
the finest, rarest and most attractive 
examples of American Indian art in 
the Cincinnati Art Museum's collec-
tion and is drawn exclusively from 
our own holdings ... " 
The Museum is open from IOa.m. 
to 5 p.m. on weekdays and from I to 
5 p.m. on Sundays and holidays, in-
cluding Memorial Day and the 
Monday following Sunday, July 4. 
General admission to the Museum is 
$1.00 for adults, SOc ·for ages 12 
through 18 and free to children un-
der 12. No charge is made for 
members or for scheduled tours 
through grade 12. All admissions are 
free on Saturday. Guided ~ours may 
be arranged for groups of I 0 or more 
through the Education Department. 
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INVITE A· ST:UDENT- A-RRIVIN:G-
FROM 
SOUTH AMERI-CA 
to become ~ member of your family:· 
4 to 8 weeks · 
June-July 
Call 745-3355, 745-3628 (day) 
761-3575 (evenings 'and· weekends) 
Xavier University 
Exchang' .Programs 
Office: Alter 104-C 
BE CAREFUL 
HOW YOU. LISTEN 
tp the· Spirit in your life ....• 
.\ 
···, '"· ,., .. .J. .. i L, 
UNDECIJ)ED ABOUT 'YOUR 
SUMMER??? 
Credit Courses · 
ART:Pottery 
Drawing and Painting 
Je\Velry Making 
EDUC:Fundamentals of Reading Instruction 
, Measuremeni and Evaluation 
Developmental Reading 
Spec. Ed: Measurement- and Evaluation 
Dev. Ed. Grammar and-· composition 
Dev. Ed. Reading, V ocab, and Comprehension 
Dev. Ed. Basic Mathematics 
June 21-July 23 
. ' 
ENG:Modem Short Fiction . 
·American-Literature 
. HIST:Contemporary World Issues 
MUSJC:Psychology of Music 
PSYCHiGeneral Psycholoay 
SOCilntroductory Sociology 
Criminal Jusit~ System 
THEO:Death and Dying 
Key Concepts of Old and New 
· Testaments · 
Mora• Development and 
· · Religio_us Spirituality 
ENQUIRE ABOUT OUR l CREpiT-HOUR, 3· & 5 DAY 
WORKSHOPS AND INSTITUTES 
RePtn'tlon by mall tUllune ·1, In penon lune Ufanil 11. 
_· • Open to men and women~ Free parklnl• Air-conditioned classrooms. 
FOR F.EE BROCHURE 
. . 24+4625 ·.. .. 
. COLLEGE OF MOUNT ·sT. JOSEPH . 
In Cincinnati 
" ' "" . ~ • r _ ~ • .. : _. •••• - , • • - • 1 ••• •. ' .. , ' • •. • ••• 
Go~~p,lex. sle-ed for 
open i09 -on July 5 · 
BJ LARRY VISNI~ ............. ..., 
Expansion at Xavier University 
takes another step when, on July 5 of 
this year, Phase I of the Paul J. 0' 
Connor· Sports Complex bCJins 
operation. lnlcuded in the Phase I 
will be pool facilities,· locker roomil, 
weiaht area, handball and squash 
courts. 
The policy at the new complex will 
.be to serve the non4thlete.studerit, · 
which includes intramural and per-
sonal activities, and is only secon~ 
darily concerned with intercolleJiate 
· athletics. In keepinJ with this policy, 
the establishment of a Xavier swim 
team is not envisioned until possibly 
·the fall of 1977. The administration 
of the bliildinJ will be handled en.; 
tirely by activities personnel, and the 
staff handlinJ physical operation of 
the complex will c~nsist. mainly of 
work-study students from the in-
tramural department. 
The deadline for acceptance of 
lifeprd applications is tomorrow, 
May 14, at the Information Desk. 
The ·complex hopes to encompass 
· the entire Xavier . community by 
offerins memberships to ~r&duate 
students and alumni, which will help 
defray maintenance costs and keep 
the undergraduate acitivites fee from 
ballooning. Also proposed · is . a 
Saturday Momins Club, whereby . 
student volunteers can assist in the 
direction of activities for children 12 
and under, and proJr&ms in which 
volunteers aid handicapped and 
retarded persons in the use of 
facilities. vnaboy 
from page·2 
years. Yet in most of the country you 
can get a prison term for mere 
possession. 
While physiologically, marijuana 
may be the much lesser of the two 
· "evils," (althoughsc!enti~ts are by no 
means sure'of the long range effects)-
alcohol ·is the socially, leplly and 
"morally" acceptable drug. It is 
The hours at the complex are ten-
tatively set for 2 to 5 in the afternoon 
and 6 to 9 in the evenin& and in-
creasing to 10 to i2 hoursa day dur-
~· the school year. A typical day for 
a student after classes miaht start in 
t_he pool after setting a locker and 
towel, for which the student has paid 
a sliJht. fee either on a daily or 
semeste_rbasis. While swimminJ, the 
student may watch an inner tube 
water polo match between in-
tramural teams or watch others do 
.bellyflops from the sprinsboard in 
the divins area. Innovations in the 
pool room include. computerized 
chemical contro.I in the pool water, 
acoustic brick to reduce noise levels, 
and- an economical heatinJ system 
which recycles heat back to the 
boiler. 
Upon completion of Phase II, 
possibly in,February; 1977, tht:: stu-. 
dent· miaht spend his or her time in 
the JYmnasium, shower off, and then 
head for· the relaxed atmosphere of 
the Dolly Cohen LounJe fora snack, 
intellectual stimulation in the form 
of chess or backpmmon, and 
possibly study. Other diversions at 
.the ,complex include .weight lifting, 
squash, handball and a multipur-
pose room in which wrestling, gym-
nastics or otehr activities are en-
visioned and the use of which will be 
open to ~uggestion. 
The size and versatility of the new 
complex can be seen.inJreaterdetail 
by any interested persons tom·orrow, 
May 14, on a JUided tour of the 
structure from 4:15 to 6:00p.m. 
neck pace. We must n~t let ourselves 
become· separated ·from the world. 
We must not let ourselves be put into 
roles which world repress our per-
sonalities forcing us to seek outlets 
by means which potentially may very 
well deaden us even more. 
SABB 
from page 1 
almost a joke. listening to a bunch of as the· News, Players, etc., are, accor-
middle-aJe people discuss the ding to Tallmadge, more difficult to 
decline of pot-smoking youth, while. . cut, whereas the campus clubs misht 
refi!~ins their martini glasses every possibly have one less meetins or 
few minutes. field trip. In deciding what clubs are 
Gcttin1 blitzedatTucker'sonFri- to be cut, Tallmadge stated, .. We 
day~ night is okay.ln fact, 'the 8chool look. at s_tudent need and try to 
makes money. But, similar behavior decide which are more beneficial for 
from the inhalation of the smoke of the Xavier University community at 
burning Cannabis Sativa is wrong large." ·. 
and ~immoral." Not to blame this It should be noted that 
school singles, but the whole idea orpnizations such as the Speakers 
society's view of pot and alcohol Committee, Residence Hall, .Com-
makes one wonder if society's brain muter, and Class governments and 
has atrophied from too much booze. the Social Committee receive their 
PsycholoJically, the use of any . funds from Student government and 
druJ, Jrass, alcohol or No-Doz, can are not affected by this reduction. 
_be deadly. It is easy, too easy, to use The Student Activities Budset 
. them as t)le means of relaxation, of Board consists of seven members: a 
escapinJ, of copins. I have seen too student chairman, two faculty, the 
many friends who have become con- Dean of Students, the Student 
· ditioned to the weekend hiah. Life aovernment Vice-President, and two 
may be miserabledurinJtheweek or students. The clubs' and 
day, but on the weekends or the organizations', budaets, accom-
niJht release is found by liJhtina up panied by a justification sheet, have 
or 1ettins drunk:. Wine and beer can previously been ·due in October, 
· be drink for the taste, pot is snioked eleven months before they are put 
to ~hanse one's perception of reality. into ·effect. ·.-However,. this year the 
~t 11 too easy a transition from usins reports were not due until April so 
1t to party to a dependence for deal- that orpnizations may have a better 
ina with the world. - understandinJ of what they may be . 
Perhaps this may appear a bit too able to do dlirinJ the· comins year. 
spacey,· or flakey straiaht. 1 could Although TaUmadse stated that 
write volumes. It's just that in this he would like to see the Board 
modem day, computerized, imper- receive 25% of the General Fee 
aonal world many otherwise 1ood rather than just 15%, the Student 
people are tuninJ in on themselves government has set the appropria-
- shuttinJ· out life around. them. Th~ tion at I 5% and he sees no chance of 
. world is soing to hell, and at a break- an increase in the near future. . 
'·. BEST RESUME SERVICE 
. . - ' . $29.95 ' . .. . .. ' ' . .· . 
!ncludes p~rs~nal consultation, writing, styl-
mg, and pnntmg of 100copies. Our resumes 
command attention and achieve-RESULTS. 
-Additi<).!"~l services. indude: cover ' letters 
and ma1hngs. . -· . · · . 
_ - "Proven :effectiven'~·-~i~ce 19&2.'i-
; 120 E. 4th St, 570 Formica Bid I. · · 621..0073 
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Greek Week Cbl:ossus lures 700 to 28 events 
By RI~H RUSSO 
Nlwl Guilt Wrtllr 
Greek Week V May 3-May 7 had 9 
women's and 18 men's teams with 
t_otal participation close to 700 
students. The Greek Week V open-
ina ceremony consisted of a parade 
and torch liahtina (Mike Quinn had 
the honor on the maD. There were 2 
East Husman with their Greek 
soldiers, 2 of whom were on 
horseback (some thouaht ofthe Tro-
jan Horse); then not to be outdone 
Ground Floor ·Kuhlman came 1llona 
with their Greek God (Mike 
Plunkett, no less) beina carried on a 
litter by his slaves and to finish it off 
the Greek Goddesses of 4 West 
Kuhlman came down to seck their 
men. 
The openina event of all Greek 
Weeks has been the Great Tricycle 
Race~ This year there were 28 par-
ticipants. The women went five laps 
with M~ry. Connolly taking first, 
followed by Mary Murray (who fell 
face down in the first lap) and Sheila 
Connolly (who. slowed down 
because of poor advice from her · 
brother): The men had ten laps with 
Joe Calabrese, Mike Connollyand 
Ed 'Bauer in the top three places. 
Freshman Ed Saunier suddenly 
found himself minus handlebars, but 
nevertheless continued in conipeti· 
tion, show.ing the crowd what Greek 
Week is really about - the fun of 
competing, not necessarily to be a 
winner. 
· The Chug for the third year in a 
row had beer, but with one new in· 
novation - those in the finals 
besides havina to blow up a balloon . 
had to first drink a 8 oz. Jlass of beer . · 
with an e11 yoke inside. Once your 
balloon popped you achieved vic· 
tory. Winners were: women's divi-
sion l) PeJiy Maher 2) Kathy Sut-
ton 3) Michelle Purdy;· men's divi-
sion I) Rick Riley 2) Mark Griener 
and 3) Mike Connolly. The fun of it 
all was to watch the facial ex-
pressions as each contestant 
swallowed the e11 yoke. 
On . Monday night ~e the 
bi11est event of the week with 60 
couples registered -'-- the Road Ral-
ly, with its destination set as Milford 
Farm and a party. The winners had 
to. have all questions answered cor-
rectly and be close to the average 
time of I hr., 16 min., 13 sec., taken 
from S trial runs. The winners were: 
I) time-t h~.,.l7 min., S sec., by AI 
Lynch and Mary Beth Steitman, 2) 
time-I hr., ·14 min., S4 sec., by Greg 
Westendorf and Ginny Carr; 3)time-
l hr., 14 min., by Ray Lebowski and 
Mary Neenan 4) time-I hr., 12 min.; · 
30 sec., by Dave Birkett and Linda 
Barber and S) time-I hr., 12 min., 9 
sec., by BarrySchmidtandGretchen 
Sume~s. The prizes were SSO, $30, 
$20, $10 and $10. . 
Tueld.ay started with the eJI toss. 
The objective was to catch two egs 
from the 6th floor of Kuhlman 
without lettina. them break. The 
women's division had no such luck. 
· · It wasn't until the men's team of 
Brian Kelley from 3 .East Husman 
(who threw) and Joe Kerrigan (who 
made the famous catch) that the first 
eu was cauaht. T.hey were later 
followed by 4 East Huiman, and the 
Dynamics Steve Moser and Tom 
Heskamp. The team from 2 South 
Brockman of Jack Rozier and Mike 
Thyen found even a day of practice 
does not lead to victory. 
The all new contest followed: 
onion eatina. The objective was to 
eat an onion the size of a softball and 
then to blow up a baUoon until it 
pop~. The women's division had 
12 contestants with Kathy Sutton, 
Julie O'Donopue (wlio seemed to 
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prefer the beer with an eu yoke) and 
Katie Pearson (provina onions are 
not any different from donuts) 
succsssfuUy accomplishina the task. 
The Book Store took part in Greek 
Week V by offering its own event. 
The book store scramble - a take 
off from Almost Anything Goes. 
The couple had to crawl on the 
around and pick a peanut from a pile 
of flour without usina their hands, 
the girl had to sew a patch on the 
back of the py's jeans, and then the 
couple had to drink coke from a 
baby bottle. Sounds ~sy but didn't 
tum out that. way. Mike Quinn and 
Kathy Sutton won first place by tak· 
ina two out of three events. Mike 
Connolly and Jane Domer were 2nd 
and Frank Berdette and Ann 
Marino were 3rd. · 
The lonaest kiss started at 3 :4S 
wifh 2S The heat and warm 
weather did not interfere this year; 
Kevin Clark and Mea Bolan lasted 
. o"ly II minutes, a new low. The fun 
of the event was being able to read 
Playboy, XU News. the Post,. and 
lfiss at the same time. A new first was 
established as Jack Diamond 
succeeded on winning his first round 
in arm wrestlina and at the same time 
continued kissing Liz McGuire. 
· Senior Ed Bauer and freshman Mary 
set a new school record of 30 con-
tinuous hours of kissing (reccivina 
only one S minute break per hour); 
after Mel Counts (puttina his bets 
aside) and Mary Joe Moser stopped 
at 29 hours. Rob McBride and Terry 
Fister went a total of 17 hours and 
later were able to dance all but 
found different partners. 
Let's Make A Deal was on staae in 
Tucker's with Steve Hayes retumina 
as Monty Hall and Barb Howard as 
Carol Marol. The bia winner of the 
evenina was Steve Moser (provina 
commuters are smarter?) with his 
sidekick Tom Heskamp, and Tom 
Usher, who took time away from 
sportswritina. They won the biJ 
deal, a free dinner for 2 at Busters, 
S2S, and other surprises. Reid 
· Rooney became the proud winner of 
a zonk - his own set of wheels (2 
tires courtesy of Monty's Rubber 
Co.) Cliff Robson, who couldn't 
decide what to choose, turned to the 
GI"Hk WHk to ...... 12 
The men's division had 3S con-
testants and lome real excitement. 
First the crowd .watched intently as 
Jim .. Damonk" Linsenmeyer broke 
his onion into several pieces and 
quickly began to devour them, but 
then he suddenly disappeared. Rick 
Hulefeld devoured the whole onion 
and blew up his balloon which just 
refused to pop on its own. Steve 
Pruni placed first followed by Tim 
Merriman, who nearly turned blue 
blowing up his balloon; Paul Reszel, 
who had his Phillips Milk of 
Mapesia to soften the heartburn 
finished third, Keven O'Shea fourth 
and Rick Hulefeld, ftfth. 
The Car Jam immediately follow-
ed with Mike Phmkett drivina his '62 
Chevy down the court. Husman-
Marlon were tied by th~ Commuters 
(who had several former Husman 
dormies help them. - but were still · 
respectable competition) · with 23 
students inside the car within 60 
seconds. Brockman received 2nd 
with 22. · 
The Mystery of the missing 
pushbaU has yet to be solved. 
The 
Loving Cup .. 
. However, a soccerball was used as a 
replacement and a game of speed ball 
was played. A player could take 3 
steps, kick or bounce the soccer ball 
in order to score a goal. The women's 
division had 3 West Husman in first 
followed by 4 West Kuhlman In se-
cond, 4 West Husman in third, and S 
East Kuhlman in fourth. The men's 
division: l) Ground floor Kuhlman, 
2) Dynamics 3) East Husman. and 4) 
3 West Kuhlman. · 
The finale on Tuesday· was the 
scavenger hunt which found the 
. winners at Dana's ahead of the 
Greek Week staff. The teams receiv-
ed a list of materials to collect as 
quickly as possible: jockstrap, pink 
panties, a used band aid, a Mr .. 
Frostee bottle cap, a picture of D'Ar-
tagnan, a glass. and spoon from th~. 
cafeteria, a silver x.u. ashtray;'an 
X.U. match book and a dorm 
crucifix. Even with the caf closed 
and panty raids almost unheard _of, 
several teams· succeeded. The y~ar­
book or Freshman Register \Y&S 
available for a pic of D'Artagnan 
(even Photomat's fast service was of 
no help here). The Dynamics bought 
the last two bottles. of Mr; Frostee, 
(mainly due to their thirst) to the sur-
prise of a Brockman team. The 
winners in the women's division 
were: 3 West Husman, 3 West 
Husman, 4 West Kuhlman, and 6 
Wesi Kuhlman and in the men's divi- · 
sion, 4 East.Husman, Ground Floor 
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News conducts Straw Poll· 
Students voice reactions to PhilOsophy cutback 
Dorothy .KirtldJietf 
Beth Streck 
ly 101 STEGMOYER and 
. LESLIE WINTERS 
On Friday, May 7, the Xallwr News con-
ducted a poll of student opinion on the 
· philosophy requirement cutback. 
The cutback, announced by Rev. Francis 
Brennan, Academic Vice President, reduced 
the philosophy requirement from IS hrs. to 12 
hrs; the decision ended nearly a · month of 
debate on the matter in the Board of ·un-
dergraduate Studies, and the Council of the 
Colleges of Arts and Sciences. 
Surprisingly, a majority of the students in-
terviewed supported 15 · hrs. of philosophy, 
and were opposed to the 3 hr. cutback. Some 
feel philosophy is one of Xavier's strong 
points, setting it aside from other schools. 
Pete Henkel, afreihmen business major· 
noted, "Philosophy iS the . thing at Xavier · 
w~ich differentiates. Xavier from the rest of the 
colleJes. The more. we become like other 
colleges, the lower we Jet. If a person doesn't 
want ,this type of education, maybe they 
shouldn't come to Xavier." · 
Willy Schumann, a senior Natural Sciences 
major thought Philosophy was helpful, he 
added, "I don't think it hurt anybody. People 
respect our philosophy requirement." 
Anita Buck, a junior English -,.ajor saw the 
cutback as detrimental to Xavier's liberal arts 
education. "Another instance of the decline of 
the liberal arts ... professional training is one 
thing, but we're becominJ overspecialized. 
There's no point to beinJ expert in one field 
and completely iporant in aU otherJ. If 
anythina, we should increase the humanities . 
requirements, not just philosophy ·but' 
literature, languaae and history. I mean, we 
need accountants, but what do you learn 
about truth and beauty in . an . accountina 
courseT' 
Junior Beth Streck, an English major ex-
panded on Buck's comments. She stated, "I. . 
think it intcarates everythina else into your · 
life .. I aarec with Bob Steamoycr's editorial. 
The students need a thorough introduction in 
philosophy." 
Steve Enzwciler, a freshman C.A. major 
agreed that IS hn. of philosophy is good." It 
makes you think, makes you deliberate· on 
world problems. I think you should have IS 
hrs. of it." 
Anne Byrnes, a senior psychology major 
also thought philosophy was good." ... Some 
of the courses should be required~ Ethics and 
Current Moral Problems arc important." 
Karen Harlan, a senior natural sciences ma-
jor commented, "For the majors who are ex-
tremely limited in their electives, it opens new 
possibilities. If the students use it right, it 
could be a service." · · 
Dorothy Kiradjieff, a junior English major, 
also expressed dismay at the cutback. "I think 
it's bad, · I can't understand cutting back 
something as important as philosophy. I 
wouldn't endorse it." · 
However, some students expressed aaree-· 
ment with the 3 hr. cutback. · 
Mary Ellen Schrode, a freshman C.A. ma-
jor thought it was a good idea". ;.ifit's not part 
of your major, you shouldn't have to take it;" 
Don.Theis, a senior political science major 
thought the cut back would be beneficial for 
Xavier:" ... the students should. use the hours 
·as they wish," he commented. 
David Craig, a sophomore finance major 
also thought the cutback was a aood idea. "It 
teaches too much Thomistic philosophy, it's 
. too riaid, it ·should expand into other fields. 
Phil010phy is a Jood thiliJ, it can help build 
values, but one. type of philosophy is too 
. much." 
Pat Dahlstrohm, a sophomore philosophy. 
major commented, "They should JIUlkC 
courses specilalizina in the individual dii- · 
ciplincs. · So if you haw someone majorina in · 
business, you have the core requirement elec-
tives towards a business inajor-more 
specialization · to ·gear the penon to face 
realities when he " 
;&?~~~(. ~ . 
Pete Henkel 
S_avage Memoria.l Scholarship,_ a new tundra ising approach 
By ROCCINA STELLATANO siped by the English department vited to apply for the 1977-78 because .students past and present 
NeweS181fWrlter faculty were sent to former un- scholarship. Details rcgairding havcworkedtogcthertoaidstude~s 
The birth and . growth of the 4fergraduate· and graduate students applicatio~ and selection will be of the future,- and all full-time un-
Thomas G. Savage Memorial taught by Fr. Savage in his 13 years ·available at that time. · .. dergraduates .will be eligible. 
Scholarship has created not only an at Xavier. Lc isner summed u'p the. Secondly, it is signifi~nt in that it 
important new source of fmancial "Though the average donation significance of the Sava1c • dcmot:tstratcs a ·new way to raise 
aid for Xaiver undergraduates, but reflected the humble means of these Scho Ia rship this way: "The funds initiated by a gr~up of non-
also a new approach to the business . young men and women, an amazing ·· scholarship. is important primarily professionals." · ; · 
of fund raising. .. . · 30% responded with contribution," 
Noting that contributions arc still 
needed to develop the fund, Leisn~r 
. added, ''The continued interest and 
support of the Xavier community 
can ensure the establiShment of this 
major scholarship - thrciughwhich 
students may continue the work of a 
great man." 
a·rueggeman hosts series "Dialogue". 
Since its inceptionlast winter, the Leisner reported. "Not only former· 
effort to establish· this scholarship students, but those 'presently ·in-
has been almost totally directed and volved in. Xavier education have 
conducted by nonprofessional, taken a great interest in establishing· 
voluteer fund raisers. Working with this scholarship- 10% of the total 
Jack Moser of. the Xavier develop- contributions have come from By BOB WILKING members to the station. . Fr. Brucgcman, who isalso p~si- · 
ment office, the coordinators of the Xavier's faculty-and staff." · Newe 118ft wr1•r Father Bruegeman said that the dent of the National Conference of 
drive are Rev. George Traub, S.J., This response has warranted the· .·Fr. Edward Bruegenian, S.J., 'idea for the program came about by Christians· and Jews, said that the 
assistant professor of English, and establishment of a partial professor of thcoloay at Xavier,~co· accident. One day he·. and several show has been .a huge success. He 
Greg Leisner, a 197S graduate of scholanhip for. this fall - a year · chairs a theological discussion series other clcraymcn· of different faiths receives between 90 and 125 letters 
Xavier. Under their direction, earlier than expected. seen on l~l television 'called wcrehavingasomewhathcateddis- weeldycommcntinJontheshowand' 
Xavier faculty, staff, and students The Thomas Savaae Memorial . "Dialope." · · · · · , cuision over the subject ofabortion answcn the~ personally. He also 
have donated several hundred hours · Scholarship. will be awarded to a · "Dialopct• is a weekly Hrieucen in the· lobby of the V cmon ·Manor said that the propam hai won 
in a low-keyed but highly per- ' full-t~e junior or senior of cmy ma· on channcll2 at .10:00 Sunday mor- · . Hotel. While this discussion was tak- several . awards, includiria two 
sonalizcd appeal. jor in either arts. and seiences or .ninp .. Jt is a jroup discussion ins plaee; Sydney Taft, owner of nationalprizcs,andthatheandRcv. 
AC:cording to Leisner, "The driv- business administration. In other prosr.amDiad.eupofmembenof.the Taft Broadcastins, walked, in and Colaw, ha.ve -bCen named Catholic 
inaforccbehindthcscholarshiphas words, every ··cull-time un.- Catholic, Jewish and Protestant .happened to· overhear their andProtestantoftheyearbyVGrwty 
been the spirit and memory of Fr. dcrataduatc junior or senior in the faiths. Subject matter concerns not· arauments. He was iinpressed with · mapzinc due to its succeu. 
Savaac himself." The Memorial day divilion iaelipble, . . . only the panelists' faiths, but also what he heard and later offcmt these One reason for'ita suceeu accor-
Fund was established in response to The primary criterion fouclection :: . other·. relipons and society as a .. cleraynicn time on television if they . dins to Fr. Brueueman has been the 
unsolicited contributions made in, is a dedication to and, excellence ill . who.le. Father Brueueman and:Un- could hold discussions just like the · honesty and friendship ·shaied 
Fr. Savap's name shortly after his the humanities;. in ~ respec~. th'- .. ited'.Methodist minister Rev. Emer.. one the were having in the hotel loti- among the ~embcn. He said that· 
death in November. It ,received its Savap Schobirship, like .the one~ . son. C:olaw alternate runnin& .. the by. They ~~pted his offer · thro.-gl(thc :sJtqw, he has become a 
bigest boost from a $3,000 seed memory of \,'cry ,Rev. faul ;L.. program. · · Rc~ntly,, ~uc to the increased de- close f.r~~n~(~fl(ev>Colaw and Rab-
. donation by .. Mr; 8nd.Mrs. George O'Connor, former Xavier pre~ident ... 1 .· The show is in its tenth season and mand for·~ifee Haw," the show was ~· A~~rt ~·,Goldman, who isa'part-
W~ KeMealy; · parents of. Rev. ·is· based. primarily on merit ~ceo~~' ·is seen -in three· to five states, wid! !l 'tiakcn out W;the 7:00 Saturday nipt t1me pro(es110r of theology at Xavier. 
ThomasP.Kennealy,S.J:,associate dary criteria for selection may ift-.· vicwins audience of over.900;000 .. slotandplACedinitspresentSunday "~ve.n !ho~Sh' we.are vc?' good 
.'dean of arts and sciences. volvc finan.cial need .. · · · . · .. :· · · Each show is unrehearsed, and each morqing tin1e period. For people at fnends, Father sa1d, "we have our 
. Sincethenthccampaignhastaken Starting in November,. 1976, panelmerribersreceivesnosalary.In church,thcshowis.alsarepeatedon differences and are not afraid to 
on ita pass roots profile .. Letters Xavier undergraduates will. be.~- addition, there is no fee paid by the . Wednesday .nights on'~hannel 48. speak our minds.". 
· I'll• I · .. ,., ._..- ~· .• '., '·;·,_· _t·::-t 1; .... "J") :··J~·,'N i"I'\~;.'_;~ 1 ~--··~·~,~;·_~~-;_:,._-, .. _, . .J~~ ·;r,;'..:_ •J,~.:I~. ~ .~"_.•·,.•:· 
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A look bElCk five Seniors reflect 
DeiJorall Dutton 
"It's almost over." I've been chanting that mantra for the past 
!llonth, _but the events of the past four years will always be with me,' 
tf only t_n fragment memories. 
In the fall semester of my freshman year I witnessed the senseless 
murder of Tom Jenkins in the games room. A priest arrived long 
before Xavier Security. That same semester I moved into the ex-
perimental living community of Kuhlman Hall. It was the satellite 
project of Campus Ministry to initiate co.:Cd living with 'C.hristian 
Community' overtones. There were no authority figures pres~nt, 
and th~ upperclassmen who served as such were neither qpalified 
nor traaned to cot~e wtth th~ problems that were to en.sue. 
Between Novem~er and May of that year three individua.ls attempted suicide with an overdose 
?f drug~ or a free-flaght from the fourth floor windows. My roommate shot herself at home dur-
mg Chnstmas break. She's dead and I still don't understand why. The few weeksllived with her, . 
s~e told me she .felt excl~ded from the members of the 'Christian Community.' 1 didn't realize un. 
til later that thas exclusaon was one of many factors that compelled her to kill herself. 
· The fourth Oo'?r becam~ affectionately known as 'ward four' around campus that year, but no' 
one se~ID:~ to mmd and l~e went on in madness. The Living-.Loving-Learning community was · 
not re-mataated the followmg year. I guess someone-noticed what was going on. 
• Footba!l 'Yas still. •.reality at Xavier·in 72-73,.but there was a small core group known as the 
· .Power Elite who dasl~ke_d football players as a whole: An editorial appeared in the Xavier News 
m the gall «;lf I ??2 deptctang a.football player as a grizzly animal with a countenance of stupidity. 
-. The same mdavtdualswho ran the News and were responsible for this trashy journalism con-
trolled student government and lived predominantly on fourth floor Kuhlman Hall. Xavier was 
not the place to. be in ·72.73; · 
.. · My sopho~ore year was more enlightening. Xavier offered a course in 'Theology of Sexuality' 
taught by Fr. Fleck. It was the most informative, realistic, and entertaining course .I've had in 
Dutton to Pill• 12 
"M" is for the Many things she gilve me. "A" is for the Alma 
things she gave me. "T" is for the Thousand things she gave me. Put 
them all together, and they spell MATER. 
How is it possible to exprei$B my reflections on four years •t 
Xavier without resorting to thanks-for-the-ivy-walled-memories 
language? The ~sk would be easy.if it·were vindictive in nature. 
Sentimentality and bitterness do not mix. However, not only would 
a list of grievances be boring (possibly becau8e of our common 
ownership of it), but it would also be inaccurate. My present 
. nostalgia is justified, and it silences past complaints. 
· !*Jetfy Dyblcz Xavier ~as a good experience. · · 
How do I know? In a part of the Graduate Record Examination which tested reading com-
prehension, there was a paragraph on standards of value. An answer on the test, as well as my 
reaction to my ·oRE scores, was that standards are relative, although some are better than 
others .. The same applies to Xavier. 
Xavier is a successful university according to several standards; It is a aood place to party; it is 
a good place to learn. It is a good place for athletics; it is a good pl~tce to worship. Do many other 
schools provide such a wide spectrum of opportunities? Where else is there such a wide Vl\riety of, 
people? . . 
. .And yet ~orne standards are better than others. It cannot be denied that Xavier has much roo in . 
for improvement.. Dana's gets boring; the library needs ·books. The pool won't be ready for 
Senior Week; I don't like every verse of every song at Bellarmine. (And whatever happened to 
talk.about being an urban university or education service for mankind?) But after four years, I 
· am convinced that however awkwardly and blindly Xavier seems to lurch, the general directiQn 
is forward; · . ' ·· · ' • ,. '' . 
I guess the reason I am optimistic about Xavier is the same reason .it is hard not be be corny 
about it. Xavier is unbelievably corny, Xavier's mistakes do not suggest conspiracy to me as 
much as they suggest the antics of an old Fred MacMurray movie. And the thing is, inane Fred· 
MacMurray movies have happy endings. · . ·. ·. 
If this seems to be missing the mark, consider the possibility that the opposite side of Xavier's 
schmaltz is the challenge to improve it. But whether you want to talk the biblical apocalypse of· 
·Daniel or the fairy tale eucatastrophe ofTolkien, it is still the same coin. that coin is the belief 
that we die only to rise. Xavier's attempts to witenss to Calvary and Easter are what make it 
worthwhile. 
. "X" is for the X,;,tra things it gave me. "A" is for All the things it gave rite. "V" is for the Various 
th.ings it gave me... · , · 
Always remember. that I have taken more out of alcohol than 
alcohol has takim out. of me. 
· -Sir Winston Churchill · 
ln the beginning, a Jesuit created Xavier University; and the 
mind of one incoming freshman was void and without form; and 
. . darkness was upon her face. And then another Jebbie said, "Let us 
make this freshman unto our own image and likeness." And so .it 
came to be. And the priest provided me with companions so that I 
should not be alone in the wmld. And all was good ... Or was it? 
Thrown ~ut of Paradise and into Xavier University at the tender 
age of seventeen, I quickly accommodated myself to the university 
regimen. Tnough an academic greenhorn, I developed my own 
T ..... la Reed .. methods for coping with the stress so symptomatic of college life. 
"" . . · · Throughout my four years here, jumping on beds while 
simultaneously yelling obscenities, (which would make my mother blush) has proven an ex-
cellent remedy 'for the "l've-had-it-with-school Blues." The Blues struck most melancholically 
when I found myself fra!ltically striking·t~e keys of my Olive.tti at 4:00a.m. But valiantly, I 
r~sorted to the aforementtoned therapy whach,. by f~equent practice, led me to develop an ex ten-
save vocabulary of four-letter monosyllables. 
0~ c~urse, an~one, esp~cia~y a ~uskie, will t~ll you there is more to college life than mere 
academacs; the~ as the soc&allife wh1ch, for my frtends and me, nearly always revolves around 
food; My ":Iouth. wate;'l as I r~ll the tri-weekly pig-outs, where creative genius frequently 
manifested atself lD culinary delights that would make anyone salivate, sometimes necesaitating 
impromptu ;,trips to ~e john. G~u~et delicacies like cinnamon-sugar popcorn, peppermint 
schnapps tea, and Vaenna sausaae pazzas proved to be our favorites. 
To on.e just grad~ted ·~rom. a girls' high school, I ~oon found the coed floor to be quite ~ 
challengmg and exc:atm.g s~tuataon. Naturally, the heroac quest for Prince Charmiliasometimea 
bac~fired and left me was~mg that I could haye evaporated; obviously, this metamorphoais never 
came. On one such o~caston, a young M uskae and my roommate successfully perpetrated a plot. 
whe~by the you~g rna~ would c~me to know my sentiments for him. The strategy entailed eon-
~ling the Muskae ~hmd the suttcases above the closets. Upon returning to niy room thateven-
mg; melancholy set an when I learned that the gentleman had paid me a visit, and I had not been 
there.t~ receive ~im. Not suspe~tina the devious capacity of my roomie, I prOceeded to articulate 
my hkmg for ham. Alas! my tnnermost thoughts became privy to him, and that bastion of 
feminine mystique soon crumbled by my feminine mistake. . · 
Now I sit in my ruined chamber, witfi books tumbling upon me, longing to redeem me from the 
skull-duggery of putting my room back in order. But I find that I am no longer the fair-haired 
priricess in the ivory tower, viz., Husman Hall. Ihave put aside fairy tales in exchange for 
philosophical discourse, manuals for filing income tax statements, and an occasional comic · 
book or two. Because of my education, I become frustrated when I see the fairy tales that sur-
ro~nd women .. In the past, the f~minist movement has concentrated its efforts on exploding the 
faary tales that surround professtonal women; Yet the role of the everyday housewife remains as 
antiquated as the ringer-washer, and·l believe there is a need to re-examine and update this role. 
The image of the homemaker suffers ·from an unfortunate time-lag, and: now is the time to 
replace it with a viable one. · · RHd to P~~Qe12 
lt rains lots in Cincinnati. One rainy November day in 1971, my 
friend and I arrived at X. U. No one welcomed us; we finally found 
the information desk. There we were fitted with two sets of"New-
Way Linen" sheets, given a key to a .dirty room in that .four room 
hide-away wing on Kuhlman's sixth floor, and informed of the $14 
charge for our 2-night stay. (Janet and I quickly produced an of-
. ficialletter inviting us to be guests of Xavier University.)We were 
·prospects in those days. · 
I hatCd the concrete block dorm rooms. I stiU do-they remind 
me of garages. I still live here. Janet liked them. She's married, and 
·· , ·doesn't live here any more. . . . 
During our .brief stay, a guy on an elevator said to us, "You don't go to school here, do you? 
Thinking about .coming to Xavier?" lmmed.iately I thought,"- a Community! He knows whc 
lives here and who doesn't .. :" Since, I have learned that a senior from a small, central Indiana 
girls' .School could be spotted by anyone on a college campus. The knee-sock's lines remained 
on my shins'until second semester; sophomore.year. . 
In those days, I studied. The most important drawing card X. offered· me was a fine faculty. I . 
have not been disappointed. Father Savage helped me set up my schedule freshman year. He in-
vited me to Father Peters' excellent zoology course; I accepted graciously and unwittingly. The 
first day of lab we were issued boxes of bones- frog, chicken, and human bones. The alert pre-
. med major sitting next to me deftly identified each orie. He had actually studied an anatomy 
book over the summer. ·I felt ill. I still cannot eat a drumstick. But those bones, the frogs, the 
worms, the snails, and the clams were worth it. 
What;s worth it and what's not is the most significant thing I have learned at X. That, and how 
hard good people work for the worthwhile. · 
Spring of our sophomore year was fun. Dr. Fortin assigned The Greening of America. I sat 
I understand that for the la.st issue of the News various seniors outside, read the book, thought about it, and wished I had been born five years earlier. The 
tiave been asked to review their four (or for the hardcore, five or six)' radicals were exciting: they had a mission, or at least they thought they did. The disillusionment 
years at Xavier University. I imagine that the standard line will run probably killed some of them. But our apathy probably squelched some of us so fast we never 
something like "Well, Xavier is great if you like to party a lot, if tried living. I am disappointed in myself that I did not contribute more energy to this school. 
you're into getting drunk at Tucker's and Dana's three or four times Some 'tireless and generous students have kept student activities running here- we know who 
a week. But if you .want to study or if you're looking for a good they are ..- most of are not part of that select group. 
education or if you would likno participate in cultural activities, . One thrilling adventure did happen to me)ophomore year. One hot spring night about 10:00 
then Xavier isn't for you. Students here don't support speakers, Food Days, films theatrical p.m., as I was busily hanging Breen Lodac· po11ters on the door to the back stairwell by the 
productions,.women's resource centers. They'd rather waste their time and money on beer parties . University Center Bookstore, a man exposed himself to me. He experienced a slight difficulty in 
. and Greek Week. Xavier students are wasted." · · doing so, however: I wasn't wearing my glasses. I noticed him standing by the back door and 
I have to question the aa:uracy of that assessment of Xavier University and its student body~ I remarked to myself, "My - what a funny place for a white patch on his blue jeans ... " Then I 
have found· that over the past four years at Xavier, a 'fairtr wid~ range of cultural activities has finished securing the poster. That poor man was still waiting. Finally, I glanced again, and took 
beenavailabletothosestudentswhohavechosentoparticapatemthem.Somestudentschoseto time to focus better, opened the door, and ran .. Up at the information desk the night man 
take· part in them, others did not. If certain activities we~ poorly. attended, the fash~onably . telephoned Security twice. Nobody was home. He locked up his desk and accompanied me to 
iiociaUy concerned cultural elitefound it easier to question the intellectual capacity of thestudent seek the villaili. We never found him. · . · · 
· body here than the relative impOrtance of !h'?se ~ctivitiea in the overall sc:h~e of things. These Most days, fortunately, were not filled with such eye-open ina excitement. Sometimes, being a . 
people have been a· source of con1tant amtataon to me. Beneath the~ ~tolerance for the · student is being iJi a rut. Possibly falling into a rut is the laziest and most detrimental mistake a 
. '"unenliJ)ltened" student has ru" a deep, dark current of "you take-my pnonty ofvalucs or off 1ttident can commit~·'Beini a student is enjoyina the opportunity to really find out about things. 
you 10 to the ArcbipelaJo." . _ · ; . . · . . · , That:lona winter of .Ophoniore year convinced me thatl wanted to jump out of my rut.I wanted 
Man is not juat a head· he is also alive from the neck down. He 11 capable of far more than m- · to see a mountain. (I wanted to e~eape those ualy concrete blOcks!) ·. , 
tellectU&I activity. He ~ more than an art critic, a paper-writer, ·a mat~em~ticaUy analytic · Junior yearat L~19la Uni~enity in Rome ~as a aood time and o,nc huae rut-buster. I was glad 
problem~lver. There are 10urcea of enjoyment other than art or computer-like antellecttlal exer- I left here. I was tirecl.of bema here. But I was alad to come back last fa ... 
cite. At Tucker'• and Dana's many of us cho• to tap some of those other sources ~f ~njoyment; . . : ; -I waa~eared to come back last. faD. People chanae; rve chanpd. Everyone I know has cha~aed 
. That many of ua have choaen to bilance our' inteUectual activities with the fulfillment of other llDCC .1 first~~ the~. The XaVIer Clef Cl~b _has even ~hanpd remarkably for the bette~ smce 
. human capacities for enjoyment ahould not. be a ~~ of concern to th~ ~ho have not. If- 197~. one ~at of e~dence. for t~e chanae !' t ... ~ I don t talk to some people an~ore. I.~ not 
anythinjbubeenapparenthereitisthatprolonaeclmteftlem~n~concent~~~·o'!m~stbe;ba~c- 1anpy; ~yre not anpy .• _~e samply don.t nceiil to talk anymore, and we dont try.lt.s ~·. 
Od by a little bit of debauchery and indulpnce in o~er to ~n~~ a who~tac: v.!~ of thinJL As:. :~raduat&Of!, of. coune, waD ~lm~~ cel'l!mly end for ever the chance of casuaUy beaannma 
John Ciardi onc:ie said "There is notbiq· wrong wath sobncty an modentaon. · · . • ·. .· dialoaue wath tho• "nons we '\tied to care for deeply. . ·. . . 
. For four yUn we•ve'been bombarded with waminp that Xavier'~ student bociY includesasub- · · T~ay my parenta ~e to visit~doro.ne last.time before ar_adu~t~on. ~e bouJ)lt t~o dresses 
stantiAl number of alcoholics. That miaht be trUe. An intca;atinaanior thesis .for ~ psycholoty . today ((or wo~) •• which.dou,led my wardrobe. My father, ~tamma ~~~ '!ever-endm~ roleaa 
. maor would be the effect of sobriety-in-exceu on thecmo~Dal balance. of the Xavaeutudent~ I . ~Y protec:tor apmst the weather, IUJf~Sted that I wear a ramcoat: I calm I~ mfonned ham that I 
. ··am~ c:Onvinced that tCm ranC:e is a •ifant caua of insa~lty •• In o~C! to know the truth, one. didn't ave o~. I d~n't have. Iota of thmp- no stereo, no ~M nd.to, no haantryer; etc. Need~s · 
mutt occ:uionally diat!n'ce oneaelf from ~ity i!' order to vaew ·at obJectiVely; Many.of th~ most_ · to say, Isurvav~ quateweU wathout them. I do ha~ an ~r-mc~llllJ numberof~~ks, on~ paar . 
brillia t · d tive ltudenta at xavier Umven&ty -.and I feel our .,.Sua~ma cl&u c:c;-n~~san. of rotten ~lu.e ~and. a ~vely 1963 coaster-brake bacycle wa~ a very ~t rear tire. Goma to 
·morel~: ~rae number of them _are consistently wired for sound. Thear ~oJt lu~ ms~tl Europe wu worth ancxp.reuab~ ~aore to me than a stereo. I had never seen,~yon~ beg befo~e I 
d · . Y thra, r most inebriated momenta. Francois Rabela~ said, .. ~hen I dr~,l thank; when . Wet\( there. Tba~ ~Ips o,ne ~timate the true value of money. So does the e;~halaratal)n of takma . 
j'cc~ u:'cf:nk~! At our commencement exercises, crectit should be pven n~t on~~· (or the.cum- · off on a plan~ ~e t¥t ~·tl several hundred dol~n. I hear abo~t starvataon a_nd utte~ po\'erty · 
. thla~· _.,. · · t ·bu·t aliO. · tior the percentaae of ~hoi in'the blood. The transcnptcould read · her.e, but I don t do much •bout them. A few .people do work for amprovement, ~ apan, only a 
mu tave •·-e pom , . . . ·. ·d • .. ht · rd fi · somethina like_ 3.75, 80-proof. At the honon convocataon,stu ents rna ... ~ave awa , •- ew.. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 
· p b 81 R 'bb n ift certificates - if they have made it thr6ual\ four yeara wathout shootang a Wa~h no roiJm to talk, I have ~e plan• to ~d my colleae life and work. I am most happy to 
5:_ st. ~d. 
1 0 
1f over the Door of Dana's .. One must wonder whether one·~uld,even hope to do thas. rm read)' to leave· X. I m abs~lutely ~nxiou.r to leave. I wantto aet the hel.l out of here. 
win ':o:war:~!~.a say, hiahest distinct.io~ in ~I!Jli~ without ~onaUf havi111 sought some . lt~ilk God·.forthe aoocl .,eoplewho~erewtth us, who are here now, but are leavmg, and who 
kind of'inspiration; 1 doubt that He~~~~~~.s:111••ghts were entarelyunaaded.:. · · . . ·• remam. ,..., . 
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Let;;~' st8~--~-with the road rally, It's a aood event, because it .shows 
Monday niatit. iome·foresiJht ~·limit the tune to 
. Last y~r. entrants . paid two decrease the danaer. . : 
dollars to' bum their psand wind up Arm Wrestlina pve us possably 
back at Xavier. No expenses except. the stranaest duel e~er seen -:- ~d 
Student Gov't to 
sell fall books 
· . the beer the startina crew drank. Bauer competinJ while hewas still 
This year, the entrance fees paid fo~ a competini in the kissina contest .. 
party at the end of the rally an Lackina the . necessary leveraac t~ 
Milford. arm wrestle, he lost; but has 
matter of material and instructors, But abe fan~cial boa!'~, and the pcrlcvcrance )!Ai~ off in the ot!ter 
'not philosophy as a discipline. . Social c,mmattee, ·seem to foraet contest - tharty . hours and farst 
If the philosophy department im- that the entire student body is payina place. 
proves, it will have .no problems $1500 (down from last year's $2200 Thursday's body paintinJ contest 
from now on. ThcoloJY department, comedy budaet) for the week of ac· waijodicd as it should be- by n~- . 
Student Government . is qain · take note. tivitics; the money spent on 'the party students. Eliminate the inherent baas 
sponsorina a Book-Buy-Back to be , Ray Lebowlld could have been used on a quality of student judpna ~nd you have. fair 
held durina Final Exam Week, May . Advl·sor·. tha.·-•·s stereo system rental for the dance competition - or at least a~ faaras 
17-21,across from the GriU, IOa.m.· IIA contest (but more on that later). you can make it .. 
2 p.m. We have obtained a loan of G . k Wk ) So we wind up at Milford fann, Two West Kuhlman. was undcr-
_$2000 to operate this project. All ree · • pe0p e whereafcwkepofbeer(paidforby standably upset when &twas ruled 
books which wm be used in the Fall . the student body) were waitina.for that Four East Husman had-won a 
Semester will' be bouaht for SO% of Just a word of thanks to aU those. the contestants. I don't mind drink· close decision in the Mr. Free~ CO!'l· 
cost (immediate cash to be paid). students who made Greek Week V~ ina beer; but Iaure heU mind it when petiion. ·Take a wild pcss whach 
. Please take advantaae of this Qppor- the biaaest participation success yet. 120 students (plus the startina ,crew~ dorm most of the Greek Week staff 
tunity. so that a successful Fall '76 Yes, there were flaws, conflictina in- which stauered in later) are aettina lives in. 
. Book Sale can be put into operation. terpretations, and some misinforma- bUtzcd ·at a location almost nobody This brinp us to the final event-:-. 
A list of all books to.be accepted at tion ... and those thinjscan be laid at ·knows how'to act·homc from! Even the All NiJht Dance.Contcst. Aaam,. 
the Book-Buy-Back shall be m~e · my do(Jr. with the directions provided by the it was the student-J~dged, but tJ;te 
available Friday, May 14, across Althouah they are too numeorus committee, it was a chore for the un- procedure employed should avoad · 
from· the Grill and at the lnforma- to m'ntion, I would like .to thank all itiatcd to fmd Xavier apin. Some too much bias in contrast to past 
tion Desk. · Remember, your par.: those students who volunteered their -sober driversaot lost - what about years. But it's still a popularity con- · 
ticipatioJt will make the overall Book time to make the week the success it the ones who really laid into the test - who do I ~now? Which c~~-
Exchano!JC a success. was. • "free" beer? · testantsare my fnends? !suppose Jts 
I wish to thank at this time those Tony Bruen1111an 1 know - don't blina up the best system we can have, short of 
faculty members who have taken the Campus AedYfdel Adrisor technicalities. Tc:my Bruenenian and a marathon. But if a maratholl can 
time to return the list of books for his crew knew, so they asume all the work for the kissing contest, why not 
'their Fall '76 courses. All others Band represents. . contestants (many.ofwhomwere not tiy it in the dance contest? Afler all, 
would be greatly appreciated. Cincinnatians; and besides, how. if nineteen out of forty. couples 
Rich Russo·· Xavie_ r positiv. ely many Cincinnatians can find their _finish, it mipt not be ~omuch'ofa 
Coorcllftator, Student way . around Milford at niaht?) grueling test. . . 
Government Book Exchlnae know; . , . · Then there .was the ultamate 
Even thouJh I had tlie privilcp of Tuesday broupt us ·to the eu agravation of Greek Week - the 
In defense of the 
philosophy cut· 
beinJ a member of the Xavier Band drop, with Tony's "surprise". of sub· dance contest workers. Snotty is the 
for a brief time this past week, I still stitutina fresh ew for the supP.osed . only word to describe the behavior 
fecll can be objective in my opinions expired ones. Never mind that the · of Julie Robson and Rita Koffcl, 
concemina the band. . budpt included pricesforcheap;ex- who usually are quite .. pleasant .. 
I must admit I wu aomewbat ap- pired ew; after aU, it doesn't come Maybe it's the "pressure" of 
prehensiveabOut .. aoinaontour"for out of the pocket of Tony watchina people dance. Paul 
To the Editor: three days with the band but I need· Bruencman or anybody on the staff. Shaffery kept repeatinl the same 
Youdonc>tlikethedccisiontocut. not have been. The entire aroup Putonmyblinden-rmnotsup- music. Koffel once "foraot" t~ dis-
the Philosophy requirement •. This is· represented Xavier in a very positive posed to see. S 1 SOO out, some shirts tribute judJinasheets for 40 manutes 
well and aood, but perhaps you have way. . in, entrance fees out ofline(whocver one hour. Some of the workers were 
overlooked certain aspects of the IcspeciaUy wantto commend the heard of payina SOc to drop two eas drinldna in "Quantities." This .did 
situation. officers of the oqanir.ation and Mr. from sixth-floor to the around?). not help matters when the recetver 
First of all, you reveal a certain Soriano for their bard work. Add to The persons iunnina Greek Week blew a fuse. . · . 
amount of oversiJht of bias in your· this the dedication and enthusiasm must be lauJhinJ for months when The fuse took twenty-two nunutes 
coveraae of the entire issue. of the youna music:ans, and it's a thcstudcnts quietly accept the way a to replace. That's riJht - twenty· 
Rcmcnibcr, the primary (tJht was a winnina combination. I hope all of perfectly aood concept is butchered two. A little offoresiJht would .have 
strllgle between the business school Xavier recopizes. and appreciates by -the "staff." . - told them that no n~-profcssaonal 
and the philosophy department. Yet, . this. fme aroup. . Tuesday niJht wassupposed to be receiver can take n&ne and a h_alf 
you published only the reaction of Naacy Tom the pushbaU championships. They h~urs of . hiJh-vol~e · poundmg 
the chairman of the philosophy couldn't fmd the pushbaU. They wt~out dc.)lnasomc~IDJ wrona, es· 
department. Dr. Hailstones had ask· Staffer criticizes . played a pme caUed speedball. Even pec&all~ 1D .. the hands · of non-
eel for a reduction to nine houri; he the contestants didn't understand professaonals. We had another ten-
received half of ·what he requested. Greek Wk. events' the rules. Maybe pushball is minute delay at 4:00 (the .first delay 
Dr. Gendreau received half of what · danaerous, butatleast you know the . was at 2.:40) when the recetver had to 
he wanted, also, in the same way. · · Lo and behold, alona cometh object. A fine test of competitive .be, completely replaced. . 
The end result was a compromise ·Greek Week, another chance for skill, indeed. How can you have fun ··'Still, it would have b~~ areat, af 
between the viewpoints. You Muskies to prove that once .in· a when nobody knows the rules of the not.foroneofthemo~asmme~h~­
covcred .only one side's reactions to while, you have to 10 crazy in self- ·· pme you're playinJ'l . braaned, callous deVIces poss~ble: a 
the end result. · ·· defense apinst the Marquis de Wednesday featured (and on into variation on the old you-can't-wm-
lt has always been rriy contention Sade's vision of hiper education . .I Thursday) the best event of Greek so-quit psychological ploy.lt's aim-
that the problems.involved in trying speak, of course, of our beloved Week _ the kissing contest. I'm not ple- when there are 37 couples, an-
to Jet a Xavier education are ones Alma Mater. . C<implainina,just questioning- in a nounce who the top. 25 arc; when 
of the total hoursaccumulatcd by the Now, those of you who like Greek week where competition is en· there are 2S, announce the toplS; at 
various parts of the cores. In my Week, read on. Foi once, ·in print, a. couragecJ in every event, and .the 19, announce the top ten. It really 
· senior year in hiJh school, I'receivcd Xavier News staff member is admit- road to victory is supposed to be by makes you feel aood to be called a 
over seventy college catalop, a~ tinathathe,too,happenstobe 198% pickina up points in many events, loser. · 
Xavie.· stood out' as a school where behind the idea of Greek Week. why were the points in ~he kissing Hell, I know I'm not a. good 
very fe v free electives were available. Everybody needs a bieak now and contest awarded in such a way that a dancer; thanks for cmbarrassma ~c 
A cut sl mew here seemed to be called then. It is far better to Jet out all your team could easily win - or at least .publicly. It sure isn't parantecd to 
(or; wht ther it should have been in frustrations aU at once, just before finish hiah fn the standings - by help my partner's self-confidence, 
the philosophy requirement is· open . final exams, rather than carry the in· competina and doing well in this either. . . 
to questioning. · veitable tensions of student life until event alone? A· minor point, to be I'd really rather not know who the 
It reflects the viwcpoint of the they exert a nega~ive influence on sure, but yet another one overlooked top whatever ~re. The idea is to 
"intellectual" crowd around this·un- your academic pursuits. ·. · . by the staff. finish, not t~ ~m - to h~vc fu.n. ~ 
ivcrsity that any published opinion Indeed, Greek Week is the pin- Let's retreat for a moment and go total cmphasas JS put on beangwathm 
would be neptive. There is never nacle of what sutdnet . social life over some of the other events of the the top however many .. I felt ·the 
any consideration for practicality should be- the complete abandon- first three days. T~e opening same way last year, whc~ ~ wasn't 
among the crowd controlling certain ment 'Of the individual to · ·the ceremony and ·tricycle race actually even in the contenst at the tame of the 
areas of campus life. So~ctimcs, it :pleasures of the coinpany of. one's went off without a hitch - except announcement. 
seems that what some people around . peers. It isn't that cultural a~ non- that the opening ceremony costume It just makes those not i~ ~he top 
Xavier dislike is the idea of beina classroom academic pursuits do not judgina was another judged contest. group wonder what the use 11m com-
prepared to do anythina after have their place in the proper My objection lies in the extrcmesub- peting. . · . 
araduation. It is well and aood to be development of the Jesuit univei'sity jectivity possible on the part of the And.tha~ i~ ~ompletcly contrary,to · 
able to think, but modem society rc- araduate; itissimplythatthemajofi· judacs. · · the true sp&rJt of Greek Week. We!f 
quires people who can do things as ty of students need a break. Most This we call . thrOwing.Oreek- . in this thinJ to have fun, not to kall 
well._ ·. . · · peoplecannotdev~teallthcirtimeto Week-if-you-want-to. . · . each other off tryina to win. 
Of course, full blame is put at th' intellectual pursuats. . And rm sure some of the judaes Then there were the results. I knew 
"oor of ~e Colleje of Busincu Ad· · Greek Week as a concept is not could ·have had desires as to who one couple would be in the top· five 
ministration. 1 feel that Dr. only worthy of attention ~ut also a should win. . · despite the fact that they weren't any 
Hailstones' motion .reflected the good chance ,to compete an arcane The problem is siinplc...,.... nobody a~od. Fortunately,: ther were!!'t the · 
wishes arid desires of most students ·events ofilo lastinaimportance, save can be completely objective. wJnncrs. Two couples JUSt plam got 
outside the busincssschool. Certain· that offUn. . . Students have prefe~nces, they have robbed ~ O'Hea.Connolly and 
. ·. ly, if the proposal were completely The problem lies in. the way the friends, and they will tend to show Tobin-Piunkett. 
out of line, it would never have been cvcnu'are funded and·run. favoritism., So that was GreekWeek -areat 
approved by a body wi~ su.ba,~ntial Herein lies a true story of the The Chua was dynamite - es- on paper, exceUent. in concept, un• 
representation from members Jrom manner in which asmall cad.re of our pecially the expressions on the ·even .in' production. A little more 
thcCo11cacofArtsandSciences.· · fellowstUdcnts,~andone~red•headed fcmalcfina.~ts'faceswhenitwasan- thouaht on. the part. of the. 
· The true solution lies in quality, administrator, none ofwhom lhave .· nounced that an cg'yolk would be "planners," a little consideration, 
not quitn~ity. Improvcthe~i;ftinl any real rancor apinst, manage to added to the beer. . • some financial managemc;nt, maybe 
· philosophy courses, and there wall be rip us off; And undermine some per- Onion Eatina was. a riot, too -I . some people with the "what-it" type 
no clamor for any further reduc· ·. son's self-conf&d~nce. ·An~ alorify just coulnd't take-the taste or size of of outlook, and we could have an . 
tiona. My experiences before this th~mselves for doana·very little. And those mammoth nastics. Rick even bette~ .Greek Week. 
year (in PL 220 and 230)could have. party at our expense:And·p~oduce . Hulefeld c:Ouldn't act his balloon to The idea is aoOd; Jet's do 
led · me tQ ·· believe all . philosophy little. benefit to . the . students for break, in possibly the funniest sinalc . somcthina about i~proving ~c · 
courses arc useless; however, it was, who~ benefit the whole mess was. moment of the entire week. The.Car · specifics. Raymond Lebowlld . 
as I h!lve found out this year, a concetved. Jam was fun, if you could breathe. . X•vJerHew• 
IN DEFENSE OF 
"DEHUMANIZATION" 
"MtiPI is the musing link betwun thupund 
the civilized humt1n being." · 
-stanely Kubrick 
$-et's face it, the "New Frontier" spirit of the 
Kennedy era is dead. No longer are the 
astronauts and aquanauts the new gods of a 
knowledge-hunpy society: today the space 
program is considered an overly· costly and 
none-too-necessary evil; the exploitation of 
the oceans, meanwhile, never got a-fairchance 
to begin. . . 
What has happened in the last short decade 
to produce this sudden reversal of public: 
opinion? Science is suddenly the big bogey-
man, masterminding the pollution of our air, 
the fouling of our waters, and the punc:hcard-
ing of our society. The man ofthe '60's was 
fascinated with science and prolress, but the 
man of.the '70's·is both afraid and contemp-
tuous of the scientific inquiry that has made 
his enlightened life possible. In short, the con-
temporary man suffers from teehnophobia, an 
irrational fear of technology. . 
.. Technophobia is chronic - every ti~e a 
. major advance appears, humanity ~ters a 
· manic-depressive cycle.·The shiny new gadget, 
be it electricity, gunpowder, or even the wheel, 
becomes the new love of the community ~ 
nobody has anything _ buf praise for the 
won4erful labor-saving device. Just as 
suddenly, the average man realizes the conse-
quences this new objectwill have on the struc-
ture of society, and technophobia sets in. The 
whole society. digs in and drags backward, 
tooth and nail, but in time even the hottest op-
position is forsaken and. the shiny new gadget 
. becomes an accepted part of a new social 
system designed to fit it. (A society always 
adapts. to accomodate its technology.) 
Right. now, we're on the brink of another of 
these technical-historical watersheds - in 
fact, the biuest one in history. The next 
century-and-a-half will probably see the 
colonization of the moon and manned ex-
ploration of Mars, the larger asteroids, and 
the majOr moons of Jupiter and Saturn. U n-
employment will probably become a general 
condition, as all the noncreative work in-
volved· in industry will be ped'ormed by 
machines, creating a huge leisure class of peo-
ple unqualified for the only jobs left - pure 
research, art, education, high-level . ad· 
·ministration:. the only creative functions that 
computers cannot assume. The perfection of 
controlled nuclear fusion wiU solve the energy 
crisis for the next hundred thousand years or 
so, and this a&undant, cheap energy source 
will make pouible tremendous public: works 
and an agricultural explosion on a ~le suf-
ficient to feed even a hundred billion humans. . 
Society sees all. this on the horizon, and 
society is scared of the new thing. 
Technophobia. is directed upon all scientific: 
inquiry; ~cl the old .. natural" life is suddel)ly 
the target of ex.ceues of nostalgia. Though the 
environmental movement started on the far 
left, it's really the ultimate conservatism, a 
desperate effort to embrace the old communi-
ty with nature that man is so swiftly - and so 
rightly ---' outgrowing. But · if you ask a 
technophobe ·why he feels the way he does, he 
won't answer , ... tec:hnophobia." Most likely 
he'll whip . out the catchphrase of today's 
· technophobes, the number-one verbal weapon 
with which our anti-scientists rush blindly to 
the attack. 
The key word 18 "dehumt~nizlltion." 
Dehumanization, the tech~ophobe will ex-
plain as he stands up on.his recycled soapbox 
made from or~nic:aUy-grown trees, is the 
process whereby .. computerized thinking," emotions· by which instinct motivates· an 
"punc:hc:ard societies," and "impersonal at-. animal ac:c:ording to the sensory input. Sex, at 
titudes" will come about. · least in higher animals. These, then, are man's 
Let's 'look cooly and rationally at this animal traits. 
"dehumanization" ·business for a moment. Those traits which we· fmd in Man but NOT 
Stripped of its· excess emotipnal freight, the in animals may be safely called .. human.'~ They 
word means .. to deprive of human qualities or include speech, language, intellect, self-
attributes" (Americtln Herittlge Dictiontlry); awareness, logic, abstract thinking; and such 
in short, to make less human or unhuman. sundry attributes as the ability to visualize 
· This still leaves one ·fundamental question: numbers larger than five. Only man syn-
what particular characteristics constitute this thesizes and creates, by virtue of his in-
"hum!ln"~ness which is being reduced? telligence. A beaver building a dam or ants 
As both the· Judeo-Chiistian· spirti-flesh building an anthill can construct, but cannot 
concept and Cartesian mind-body concepts create; the ·animali merely follow the orders of 
are basic: to most Western "common sense,"l their instincts, on pain of great emotional dis-
think it's safe to say that the average comfort. Only man builds unique objects -
technophobe believes Man is a composite of and these human traits I've mentioned are the 
two opposing elements: the mind and the qualities that enable him to do this. THAT is 
body, the spirit and the flesh- the human and humanity. 
the animal. Man isa little of what he used to be Take a closer look. The changes in Man 
and a little of what he has yet to be- note the which technophobes call "dehumanization" 
Kubrick quote at the head of the column. are all. removing animal characteristici. The 
If a man can be "dehumanized," that is, society of tomonow will not dehumanize: it 
stripped of those. characteristics which make will dellllimt~lize. Yes, Man will virtuaUy 
him human rather than· animal, then converse- forget his emotions and feelings. So? After aU, 
ly it must also be pouible to .. deanimaliie" " what are the basic emotions but an unthinking 
man. To deanimalize, one would remove those creature's way of tellina itself what to do.? 
characteristics that liDk Man to his animal What are the so-called "noble" emotions but 
forbears. fllget back to this. grudging elaborations upon these basic 
Looking at what· our sc:reamina emotion.s?Whatislovebutan~n~llec:tualex~ 
technophobe caDs dehumanization, we find . trapolat1on upon the matemalmstinct and/ or 
that our friend is afraid Man will lose his per- 10~ old rut? -~en have better systems ~Y 
sonality. Man will, they warn, bti stripped of · ~ wh~ch t'! steer the!r courses: knowledge,.loJic:, 
. his emotions and his feelings by the cold im- rat1.onal1ty. Emotions were not meant t'? steer 
· personality of machines, creating a generation an mtellectual course, and that is the kmd of 
of pointy-eared little Spocks running around course we must follow. The stagnation of the 
the· Galaxy. Perhaps, our technophobe a~imal kingdo!D ~as shown t.hat instinct-
shudders, dehumanization will even deprive triggered emot1on ·1s an evolutionary dead-
Man of his ability to .love. end: the· only direction worthy of the human 
His predictions, veryfrankly, are right. The race is toward greater intellectuality, away 
machine culture which isapproaching will in- from the animal elements in our make-up. To 
deecJ strip Man of his emotion~. his feelings, do less i.s to .commit the ~ost monumental· 
his loves. But it WON'T be dehumizationl cop-out lm&Jinable. . 
Remember, Man is both human and animal The technophobes are right, at least par-
both ape and civilized being. According to ih tiillly. This ~ew, inevi~able w~y ~f li~e will d~ 
defmition, dehumanization would remove the aU of the things they re afra1d _1t w1D. But 1t 
human characteristics. What ARE these won't make Man less human; on the contrary, 
human attributes? it will make him more human, stripping him of 
WeD, what does Man share with the the animalistic: hold-overs from lower, aban-
animals? Obviously physical bodies. Instincts. doiled rungs of the !volutioftl!ry !&d~~rs. 
Sensory systems of varying complexity. The Three cheers for dehumaniZation! 
Mr. Prellldeat -· --r---:~ iH(~~;-;-'+;-;-;H::OIJ::;R.;-;:lNf"::::;(;;;t::;U:;IS;-;:ITI::;I4;;TI::~;;-:-:T~e:::-tJ::£111'7':'7'U::7:~-:'G~U:-t:::D-:-LA::S:-::A:-=Il7:C.---r-'-STJ....:...L_L_1 -T-C-~-C£-~-!TA-1~-~-U-St.--r--J-U-I..-:1£.-.-0-'-00-II.IO-~--'-t.-._,-C)-UI.4)-----.. iH£ S'TUOlNTA ""'QE. A 1.. ITI"L.t.. 
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HA\It 1t1 I.OOit ATT._ USCNTIAII.S 
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Dorm administrative structure modified 
By RITA HOPKINSON 
NeweiiiHWrller 
One of the criticisms· about the visitation. But, much variation is 
freshmen. program, before. it was possible within those limits. 
sion ·about what should be done on 
their wing had to ultimately come 
from the SR's. 
Hulefeld did not feel that having 
another program coordinator would 
c help; With two coordinators confu-
sion would· probably result.. He felt 
that next year's expanded program 
could be most helped by an increased 
student involvement with the 
program rather than an .increase in 
the number of personnel. 
Steve Hayes is Brockman Hall 
Director, and according to Dave 
Tom, he has dealt with "the more ad-
ministrative aspects of the fresh-
man program." Doui McGrath is the 
program's activities director. His job 
is to see· that the halls had coverage, 
SR's are available ori each freshman 
wing, emergency situations are 
handled, and the activ~ties the SR's 
or . the program director suuested 
begun, was that the freshmen To insure against deleterious 
would be isolated from the wings, wing plans must be passed ~Y 
upperclassmen and . therefore housing. The wings will have SR's 
would not learn from upper- who will perform the same function 
classmen's experiences. Tom, how· as do· the SR's of the freshmen 
ever, did not feel.that this was a · program. Some SR's will be in 
Problem. He had anticipated what charge of more than one wing. There will· be about 18 SR's and about 7 Would · happen and the~e· fore in- ,graduate _assistants.' These graduate 
volved upperclassmen in the assistants will be involved with the· 
program. Tom sa}d upperclass disciplinarian aspects of the dorm 
H·oward and Hayes 
on .fresh menp_rog ram. 
~- .. ·were put into effect. 
Second_ In 
a series 
resentment of the attention given the and will function more like the By BETH STRECK 
freshmen program was a problem traditional RA's. ,..., Iliff Wllltt 
this year. He noted that fortunately lit addition to this, however, there Assistant coordinator senior Barb 
this · resentme~t was directed .more will be a "freshmen program", like Howard described the freshman 
towards the program theit towards · this year's for some incoming program as, an integration of in-
individual freshmen. Hulefeld also freshmen. Tom has asked the comingstudentsintoXavierUniver-
noted that some.peoplec:riticized.the students to allow spaces iri their sity so they would not be isolated as 
program because they thought 'that wings for freshmen but due to the freshman. Specifically it "makes sure 
Hulefeld;s job. as program coor;. with such an emphasis on getting the fact. that up· perc:lassmen have priori- every single freshman can be reach;. 
freshmen involved with each other · · dinator. involved, as he phrased· it, · · ty and most of them want to live in ed, so the chance of them becoming · 
that it mi'"ht "socially drown" them. J' ted d · ff being the "resident assistant's resi- ... Kuhlman or Husman, there just will·· a tena an turnma o to the 
den~ assistant~". Although he hc;lped Hule(eld said, however, thatthepeo· not be e0ough places for eveiy school would be less," accordina to 
the · freshmen directly through pie JIVho participated in the program freshman. Therefore there will be a Howard. · · · · · 
· f~l that this was not the case. M · ·f h 1 la. · fth. counseling and initiating specml pro- freshmen program in Brockman ost o t e actua p nnmg o e 
jects like the· Yoga classes and film · The projram for next year will not plaimed for next· year. · · proaram in September was left up to 
festivals, Hulefeld saw his primary. involve one isolated freshmen . When asked how he felt about the the ingenuity ofthe individual coor-
responsibilit)r in helping the' SR's program. Tom·feeli that.since .the . program expansion, Hulefeld said dinators. Each senior resident was 
· fipd out what· their jobs involve and ~verall resillts. of the proara~ h.ave the extra responsibility it· would in- · assigned a . specific number of 
how to handle various situations. · been favorable · by the. people· In- volve was a little frightening for bini. ' students whom he was responsible to 
Hulefeld met with the.SR's every volved, it should be expanded ~o in:- He added this. year greatly prepared listen. to and acquaint with classes, 
week for 3 hour sessions at the begin- . volve all the dorms. The emphasii on him: for next year~ As he watched and ·othe~ aspects of .the university. 
ning of the program .. Later,.group the individual needs and .desires 'of himself progress. through this year, Inter-wing .parties, one of the f~rst 
meetings were arranged whenever he the freshmen will be carped over to· he said thaf he Collld · see himself being the open house in the games 
or . 'the SR's .felt· a need for ·it. students of other classes. 'The· result mellowing. For example, Hulefeld room of,Brockman's basement, were 
Throughout the year., however, he is that next year's stude~t's. can plan 'stated that early this year he drove . orga!lized with. sports, such as 
""':)as been getting together with the in- their own type of wing;· Jbere are the S R 'shard. As his experience with ·baseball, basketball, and volleyball. 
:··~dividual SR's to discuss problems some limitations in what they can them increased he ·began' to realize . In addition, many wings shared 
they were having or what changes do:itisnotthepolicyoftheschoolto that although he could give helpful dinner. With thebeginningofthese.~ 
they would like to see on their wing. endorse such things as24 hour inter- ·advice to the SR's, theultimatedeci- c:ond se~!ster. Howa~ noted that 
... , U, 1111. , .... , .. ;,' .'.".t;'•'· \',!,•,t._'.,'~lf' .'~~ .. : ·- !~.· J.l .. ~·'.!,~.· 
.~.<<•,l:.:<.i:t;..:,·l;L~. :1. ~'":~!·~ ~.~i.": ~~~-·. .':".•': ,''.~':' 
this aspect of the program has eased 
up. Now more emphasis is. being 
placed on academics. 
The. program was successful ac-
cording to those interviewed. Most 
freshmen and coordinators talked to 
were. enthusiastic, many up-
perclassmen commented that they 
would have liked to have had a 
similar one in their freshman years. 
Howard concluded, "I think it's one. 
of the best things that ever happen· 
ed to Xavier; . the freshmen are 
hopefully more confident in the 
.school and their surroundings." 
Steve Hayes, Senior resident in 
Brockman, said. his duties were dis-
ciplinary. One ·of his purposes was 
to stop needless destruction of. the 
premises. Students who were here 
last year will. notice that breakaae 
has been ·cut down. Referring to 
otlier aspects ,of the pro~r:::a., .Steve· 
agreed they were suc:cessf!Jl. "If the 
program worked it was because of 
the people who were involved. I 
think it will continue to be a' good 
program next year because the peo-
ple a.re willing to work forit.'' 
. ....., 
A suided tour of the under-
construction O'Connor Sports 
Complex will be held for all 
students, faculty and staff 
tomorrow afternoon (Friday, 
May 14) between4:1S and 6p.m. 
Student Staff of the Campus Ac-
tivities Office will be on hand to 
conduct this peek preview. 
For all who'd like to know, the 
Corbett Pool opens July Sth from 
2-S and 6-9 p.m. daily throush 
se.,tember I Sth. 
Reed 
from page 9 
My four years at Xavier have 
been, for the· most part, happy ones; 
even exam week can be pleasant if 
one considers the ·exam cram-
breaks. Yet there have been periods 
of sadness as well. The other evening 
I attended the party for seniors at 
Schott Residence Hall. As I ap-
proached that mighty fortress, I 
recalled th.e trepidation which first 
accompanied me and an eight-page 
paper on Yeats to the same building __ 
six months ago. At that time, 
another student and I were under the 
tutelage of the late Fr. Savage. He 
was the greatest man I have ever 
known, and I doubt I shall ever meet 
one greater. I was privileged to hav.e 
studied under him for two and a 
third semesters. In addition to learn-
ing the class material, I found my 
critical perceptions sharpened and, 
as a result, the articulation of these 
thoughts improved. Such academic 
achievements are important to me, 
but I learned something that exceeds 
any academic milestone. He taught 
me the significance of the Resurrec-
tion; I have no hot-line to heaven, 
but I know now that life would be 
absurd without it. Fr.· Savage will 
not be here for graduation which 
saddens me but I am consoled when I 
imagine that he is in heaven happily 
conversing with Gerard Manley 
Hopkins. I regret that ma.ny students 
will be unable to directly benefit 
from his wisdom. Yet this wisdom 
was not buried with him. Those 
faculty members who were close to 
h'im certainly have insights into his 
Weltanschauung, and I hope they do 
not let these insights die. 
Chaim Potok recently published a 
book. entitled In the Beginning in 
which he says that beginnings are 
always hard. And so it is with me. 
My future is uncertain, but then so 
are the futures of other seniors who 
are anxiously awaiting the status of 
their job. applications. It will be hard 
to leave Xavier knowing that many 
frinedships wiD dissolve. But a static 
life so.on becomes stale, and so I look 
forward to a new beginning. 
Dutton 
from page 9 
·four years. For one lecture of the 
course, Fr. Fleck invited officials of 
the VD Clinic of Cincinnati to give a 
lecture and a series of films for all the 
students on campus. The announce-
ment of these events was in the form 
of a poem. that was banned by the 
President and ordered removed. The 
poem, by an anonymous writer was, 
in part: 
Don't give a dose to the one you 
love most 
You can give her some mar-
malade. 
give her some toast. 
You can give her the willies, 
give her the blues. 
But the dose that you give her, 
Might get back to you. 
Fr. Fleck left that same year and I 
doubt whether Xavier students will 
ever be fortunate enough to be 
offered a course dealing with the 
realities of life again. 
This year has given me a new 
perspective on Xavier; of ~urse 
things always look better· when you 
know you're getting ·out. 'Camp 
Xavier' - how appropriate, es-
pecially with the initiation of ·the 
Fresbman Program. 'Roll over, 
touch toes, and get to know your 
. freshman class' is the motto of the 
, ... 11 
director. Where have Xavier's objec-
tives disappered to? The Freshman 
Prosram appears to be another 
attempt at the 'ideal Christian Com-
munity,' but on a laraer scale this 
time, and with added extra-
sensitivity sessions for one low price, 
your sanity. 
The consequences of these events 
are too far reaching for any un-
trained director to see. · 
A special thanks goes to the 
Kuhlman Hall director for 
successfully locking everyone off 
fint floor Kuhlman, graduate wing, 
this. year, as well as . sending 
maintenance to my room so swiftly 
chance tq see -~lternative ways to 
seeking truth rather than Right 
Reason, the Thomistic viewpoint of 
Austin Fagothey and a standard text 
of most ethics courses. His courses 
afford the student an opportunity to 
think, som~thing you rarely find in 
most other philosophy courses. 
It is people such as these, and the 
ideas they try to convey that makt: 
one's odyssey through Xavier 
measurably more worthwhil~. 
Greek Week 
from page 7 
to kill that four inch phantom crowd and settled on $8 cash; but 
cockroach I really didn't see found he came out about even- the 
marching toward my room.· "They envelope contained 2 theatre tickets 
only raise them that t;ig in the and SS- to go out on the town. Katy 
south," he said. Another special Stratman, better known as 
thanks to Norm Kamp for the return Hawkeye, won 2 theatre tickets of 
of the Colleaiate Weiner, to rise her own. 
.again . after three lona years of The Charity Auction collected the 
obscu~ty. . , · sum of $88, which is goina to be 
Am1d all the ma~ness, It ~ t~e peo- donated to the Little Sisters of the 
pie ~ho make Xav1er what It IS, peo- Poor. Some of the items up were: 
pie bke Fr. Felt.en, whose de~p con- XU-Toledo Football film from 1967, 
~rn for the st~de!lts and the1~ ~eeds Kathy Dermody's own Bobby Sher-
I~ a ra~ qu!lbty .m any admamstra- man coloring book, (she got to ket;p 
taon. H~s resag!lataon as Dean of A!"s the cover); Detroit-Green Bay Foot-
and Scae~ces as a loss to the.Xavaer ball -film, 2 old pillows, an 
Community. Mary Lou Gast, the autographedapronfromthecaf,and 
forme~ Dean of Women and Dr. an XU T-shirt. John Sikorski 
Lorraan Perlmutter, a former outspent everyone when he paid $20 
professor of psycholosy also served for a plant. 
the needs of the students, and it's the en he paid $20 for' a plant. . 
students who lose when talented The Arm Wrestlins followed with 
women such as these leave. Dr. Gen- JOO participant .. Each person had 20 
dreau's courses offer any student a seconds towi" his round or else beat 
the mercy of the . judps. The 
women's division had no weight 
classes. I) Kathy Sutton, 2) Nancy 
Maloney, 3) Deb Milostan, 4) San-
dra Feldkamp. In the men's division 
there were three weight classes: up to 
140 1) H.ayes, 2) Darf Costello, 3)' 
Speckman, 4) Larry Pellerito; 141-
1.85 lb l)·Steve Kuntz, 2) Jay Fer-
nandez, 3) P. Brizzolara, 4) Mike 
Schmerge; and heavyweight 186+ 1) 
O'Donnell, 2) Ferry, 3) Ed Disser,4) 
Frank Schmidt. 
The men's Go-Go Contest was un-
usual - with winners Ron Laker, 
and Tom 'Heskamp and Brain Mc-
Carty. . 
On Thursday, the Mr. Freeze con-
test - somethins never seen before 
was held. The teams consisted of 4 
persons who had to eat 10 ice cubes 
stuffed in a 24 oz. glass in the fastest 
amount of time. The agony of trying 
to eat ice cubes without cutting your 
mouth kept the teams in competi-
tion. Women's division winners 
were: I) 4 East Kuhlman, 2) 3 West 
Husman, 3) S East Kuhlman, 4) 4 
East Kuhlman. 
The Body Painting contest took 
place for the se·cond year in a row. 
Some of the unusual characters were 
Jim "Mickey Mouse" Schmitt, John 
"Batman" Marion, and Belen "Pete 
Rose" Suarez. The panel of judges 
were Rod Sheared, Dave Tom, and 
Rick ·Hulefeld. Women's division 
was won by: 1) 3 West Husman, 2)4 
West Kuhlman and 3) 4 East 
Kuhlman. The men's division went 
to: I) Ground Floor Kuhlman, 2) 2 
West Kuhlman and 3) 2 West 
Husman. 
The tug-o-war, this time· was 
somethins mor~ than the Irish vs. the 
German. The winning teams had to 
prove their greatness more than -
once. Women's division winners 
were: 1) 4 West Kuhlman, 2) 3.West 
Husman, 3) s·East Kuhlman and 4) 4 
Wesl Husman; Men's division was. 
taken by: 1) 4 East Husman, 2) tie 2 
West Kuhlman and 2East Husman. 
The last event of the week and by 
aU rneans one of the most exeitins is 
the All Night Dance Contest. There 
were 40. couples entered for the 16 
hour dance contest. (5:30 Thurs. to 
9:15 Fri. morning.) The question is 
no longerwhowilllastallnight-19 
couples finished. this year - but 
rather who is soing to win. In order 
to be more objective the judsing was 
set up differently. There were 10 
ballots. AU couples were rated from 
S high to llow, with the two highest 
and two lowest scores dropped. The 
winning prize of $SO went to Grace 
Nadeley and Marty Calkins who put 
forth an exceptional' effort. Others 
were Rob McBride-Sue Orth, 3) 
M·ary Lou Capp-Jim Koridek, who 
by chance were able to enter after 
.another failed to show; 4) Belen 
Suarez:steve Kuntz, S) Reggy hea-
Ken Cavallier. 
Greek Week V ended for some at 
9:1S Friday, but there are still bhe 
big winners - yet to be determined 
or at least announced.- It has been 
decided to wait until the Last Dance 
- a salute to the Senior Class of 
1976. 
-
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